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"Science is part of culture. Culture isn't only art and music and literature, it's 
also understanding what the world is made of and how it functions. People should 
know something about stars, matter and chemistry. People often say that they don't 
like chemistry but we deal with chemistry all the time. People don't know what heat 
is, they hardly know what water is. I'm always surprised how little people know about 
anything. I'm puzzled by it." 
–Max F. Perutz 
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ABSTRACT 
 Inorganic pyrophosphatases (PPases, EC 3.6.1.1) hydrolyse pyrophosphate 
in a reaction that provides the thermodynamic 'push' for many reactions in the cell, 
including DNA and protein synthesis. Soluble PPases can be  classified into two 
families that differ completely in both sequence and structure. While Family I PPases 
are found in all kingdoms, family II PPases occur only in certain prokaryotes. 
The enzyme from baker's yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) is very well 
characterised both kinetically and structurally, but the exact mechanism has 
remained elusive. The enzyme uses divalent cations as cofactors; in vivo the metal 
is magnesium. Two metals are permanently bound to the enzyme, while two come 
with the substrate. The reaction cycle involves the activation of the nucleophilic 
oxygen and allows different pathways for product release. 
In this thesis I have solved the crystal structures of wild type yeast PPase and 
seven active site variants in the presence of the native cofactor magnesium. These 
structures explain the effects of the mutations and have allowed me to describe each 
intermediate along the catalytic pathway with a structure. Although establishing the 
ʻchoreographyʼ of the heavy atoms is an important step in understanding the 
mechanism, hydrogen atoms are crucial for the mechanism. The most unambiguous 
method to determine the positions of these hydrogen atoms is neutron 
crystallography. In order to determine the neutron structure of yeast PPase I 
perdeuterated the enzyme and grew large crystals of it. Since the crystals were not 
stable at ambient temperature, a cooling device was developed to allow neutron data 
collection. 
In order to investigate the structural changes during the reaction in real time 
by time-resolved crystallography a photolysable substrate precursor is needed. I 
synthesised a candidate molecule and characterised its photolysis kinetics, but 
unfortunately it is hydrolysed by both yeast and Thermotoga maritima PPases. 
The mechanism of Family II PPases is subtly different from Family I. The native 
metal cofactor is manganese instead of magnesium, but the metal activation is more 
complex because the metal ions that arrive with the substrate are magnesium – 
different from those permanently bound to the enzyme. I determined the crystal 
structures of wild type Bacillus subtilis PPase with the inhibitor imidodiphosphate and 
an inactive H98Q variant with the substrate pyrophosphate. These structures 
revealed a new trimetal site that activates the nucleophile. I also determined that the 
metal ion sites were partially occupied by manganese and iron using anomalous X-
ray scattering. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 ENZYME MECHANISMS 
Enzymes are biological catalysts that mediate almost all reactions in living 
cells. The mechanisms of enzymes have been studied for decades, but our 
understanding of the origin of their catalytic power is still incomplete. What do we 
then actually mean by understanding enzyme action? Because the reaction can be 
described at various levels of detail, requiring different experimental and 
computational approaches, I will also introduce the central concepts of enzyme 
mechanisms, as well as some methods to study them, particularly the changes in 
molecular structure in an enzymatic reaction. The ultimate aim is to fully characterise 
the potential energy surface of the reaction, allowing us to predict rate constants 
quantitatively from transition state theory (1), but enzymatic reactions are sufficiently 
complex that many questions have to be answered before addressing the nature of 
the elementary step. I will not attempt to cover all of enzymology, but will concentrate 
on phosphoryl transferases. 
Phosphoryl transferases are an ubiquitous class of enzymes in all organisms. 
They catalyse the transfer of a phosphate moiety from a donor to an acceptor 
nucleophile (2) (Figure 1.1). The donor may be a phosphate ester such as a sugar 
phosphate or a phosphoanhydride such as adenosine triphosphate (ATP) or even a 
phosphonate. In the case of ATP synthethases the substrate is phosphoric acid 
itself. The acceptor may be an alcoholic (serine-threonine kinases) or phenolic 
hydroxyl (tyrosine kinases), another phosphate moiety (phosphoglycerate kinase) or 
water (phosphate hydrolases, including inorganic pyrophosphatases). 
 
Figure 1.1. The generalised reaction catalysed by phosphoryl transferases, where Nu is the 
nucleophile, LG the leaving group and the substituent groups R1-2 . 
 The biological significance of phosphoryl transferases can hardly be 
overestimated; nucleotide phosphates are the basic energy ʻcurrencyʼ of the cell and 
hence the energy transducing machinery of the cell must involve phosphoryl transfer. 
The key enzymes of glycolysis are phosphoryl transferases – from hexokinase that  
phosphorylates glucose to phosphoglycerate kinase that harvests the chemical 
energy in the form of a high-energy phosphoanhydride bond in ATP. ATP is also 
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generated by the F1F0-ATPase (3), in a rotary motion powered by the proton gradient 
across the mitochondrial membrane. 
On the other hand many thermodynamically unfavourable biosynthetic 
reactions such as protein or nucleic acid biosynthesis are coupled to 
phosphoanhydride hydrolysis. Phosphoryl transferases are indeed involved in most 
of the fundamental metabolic processes of the cell. 
The role of phosphoryl transferases is not limited to basic metabolism. 
Phosphorylation of proteins is essential for the regulation of protein function and cell 
signalling in eukaryotes. Proteins are specifically phosphorylated at serine, threonine 
or tyrosine hydroxyls by kinases and dephosporylated by phosphatases. Finally 
many kinases involved in signalling are interesting drug targets (4) against a number 
of diseases.   
All enzymatic reactions must involve the formation of the enzyme-substrate 
complex and the dissociation of the enzyme-product complex, so from a kinetic point 
of view enzymatic reactions are always multi-step reactions. The phosphoryl transfer 
reaction itself involves a nucleophilic attack on the electrophilic phosphorous, 
followed by the loss of the leaving group (Figure 1.1). These events may be 
simultaneous or may include intermediates. 
 
Figure 1.2. A) A schematic potential energy plot along the reaction coordinate illustrates the 
difference between a transition state (a maximum) and an intermediate (a minimum). B) A 
hyperboloid surface with a saddle point: a maximum in one coordinate and a minimum in 
others. 
 In this context it is important to make the distinction between a transition state 
and an intermediate (Figure 1.2A). A transition state is a saddle point (Figure 1.2B) 
in the potential energy surface of the reaction, so while it is a minimum in all other 
coordinates, it is also a maximum along the reaction coordinate. This means that the 
lifetime of the transition state is one vibrational period (in the order of femtoseconds) 
and it can never be isolated. An intermediate, on the other hand, is a potential 
energy minimum, but only a local one. Therefore reaction intermediates can be 
described as metastable species and can be isolated if their lifetime is long enough. 
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Reaction coordinate
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Changing the conditions either to increase the barrier toward the product or lower the 
thermal energy so that the barrier can no longer be crossed can also trap 
intermediates. The number and nature of intermediates and the rates of their 
interconversion define the kinetic mechanism of the reaction. This establishes the 
elementary steps of the reaction. The slowest step is called rate-determining; the 
rate constants for steps after the rate-determining step cannot be distinguished by 
following the rate of product formation. 
1.1.1  Kinetic mechanism and its structural interpretation — atomic 
choreography 
To establish the kinetic mechanism a number of individual rate constants 
must in principle be measured. The simplest way to study enzyme reactions is to 
measure the overall rate constant as a function of the substrate concentration and 
interpret the data in terms of some model. The typical starting point is the Michaelis-
Menten model (5) where the formation of the enzyme-substrate complex is in pre-
equilibrium with the rate limiting, irreversible conversion of the enzyme-substrate 
complex to product. Such steady-state kinetics can exclude certain mechanisms 
particularly when more complex models are used, but it is generally hard to prove 
that one particular model would be better than other possible models. As discussed 
below (1.2.1), clever experiments including the kinetics of the reverse reaction can 
sometimes yield all the microscopic rate constants of a reaction, but this is unusual.  
 In order to measure the individual rate constants, pre-steady state 
measurements are indispensable. Usually rapid mixing and sampling are necessary 
because in most enzymatic reactions the system reaches the steady state very 
quickly. Techniques such as continuous flow, stopped flow and quenched flow are 
commonly used. Kinetic studies of enzymes are discussed in detail in various 
textbooks, such as Fersht (6) 
Although the kinetic mechanism is necessary for understanding the catalytic 
power of an enzyme, it is not quite sufficient. What the kinetic mechanism does not 
establish, first of all, is the structure of the intermediates. As the chemical 
composition of each intermediate is often known from various experiments, some 
intermediate structures can be inferred from the structures of the reactants and 
products. The phosphoenzyme intermediates discussed below (section 1.1.2) –
where the site of enzyme phosphorylation more or less characterises the 
intermediate – are a good example. Typically however, the structures of 
intermediates have to be somehow trapped; this is discussed in more detail in 
section 1.3. The combination of the kinetic mechanism with the structures of each 
intermediate yield in principle the ʻchoreographyʼ of atoms during the reaction. As the 
principal method of investigating enzyme structures at sufficient accuracy is X-ray 
crystallography, only the non-hydrogen atoms are included in these structures, as 
discussed in section 1.4. While even this level of information is very difficult to 
achieve, it is the starting point for truly understanding the sources of catalytic power 
in terms of electronic structure. 
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The choice of experimental methods for investigating electronic structure is 
limited. Optical spectroscopy can be applied in cases where an extended π-orbital 
system is present, and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy is 
useful with systems containing unpaired electrons. Cytochrome c oxidase – an 
enzyme of the respiratory chain that generates a proton gradient across the 
mitochondrial membrane (7) – is a good example of a system that has been studied 
by both optical (8) and EPR spectroscopy. Another way to investigate the changes in 
electronic structure in enzyme catalysis is computational simulation. Sufficiently 
accurate electronic structure calculations with ab initio methods are, however, 
computationally very demanding, often limiting their application only to the active 
site. The rest of the protein can be treated classically; such quantum 
mechanics/classical mechanics (QM/MM) methods are becoming more and more 
powerful (9, 10). Computational methods still require accurate structural information 
as input, as well as experimental measurements to validate the computed results. 
1.1.2  Phosphoenzyme intermediates 
One of the most obvious ways in which phosphoryl transferases could 
facilitate the reaction is to first transfer the phosphate moiety to a functional group on 
the enzyme (such as a serine or histidine side chain) and then, in a second step to 
the final acceptor. The formation of such a covalent intermediate, analogous to the 
acyl-enzyme intermediate (11) of serine proteases (12), is an example of 
nucleophilic catalysis. For this to be effective the nucleophilic group on the enzyme 
must be both a better nucleophile and a better leaving group than the final 
nucleophile of the reaction. It turns out that while some phosphoryl transferases – 
such as the phospholipase D superfamily (13) or protein tyrosine phosphatases (14) 
– do rely on this type of catalysis, not all of them do. 
The detection of phosphoenzyme intermediates is not always easy. If the 
lifetime of the intermediate is sufficient it can be isolated from a quenched reaction 
mixture, but if the intermediate is less stable, it has to be detected directly during 
catalytic turnover, for example by 31P nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
(NMR) (15, 16). For example the transfer of a radioactive label from the substrate to 
the enzyme can prove or exclude (17) a phosphoenzyme intermediate. Perhaps the 
most sensitive probe for the presence of a phosphoenzyme intermediate along the 
reaction path is the stereochemistry of the reaction. A single nucleophilic substitution 
at the phosphorous (see section 1.1.3) typically results in an inversion of 
configuration, because the nucleophile approaches from the opposite side to the 
leaving group and the peripheral substituents stay in place.  This is the case even in 
a dissociative mechanism if the intermediate remains bound in the enzyme active 
site, as discussed below. Another substitution, such as the hydrolysis of a 
phosphoenzyme intermediate causes another inversion, so that the overall reaction 
results in retention of configuration. 
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1.1.3  The elementary step 
Regardless of how many phosphoryl transfer steps are involved, the next 
level of understanding the reaction is the mechanism of each elementary step, 
namely the structures of the respective transition states. Of most interest is the 
mechanism of the rate-determining step. As discussed above, only indirect 
information of the transition state is usually available. Kinetic isotope effects (18) are 
a particularly powerful tool to study the structure of the transition state. The potential 
energy surface of the reaction remains in principle identical upon isotopic 
substitution, but the zero-point energy of molecular vibrations changes, including the 
reaction coordinate (which can be considered a vibration with imaginary frequency). 
This means that the rate of reaction changes upon isotopic substition, and the 
magnitude of this change reflects the degree of bond breaking and formation in the 
transition state. Therefore any mechanistic postulate has to be consistent with the 
observed isotope effects. 
Phosphorous, the reaction center in phosphoryl transferases, is a third period 
element and hence has available d-orbitals. It is therefore geometrically much more 
flexible than, for example, carbon. Carbon can have a maximum valency of four, and 
a pentacoordinate species is only possible as a fleeting transition state, not as a 
metastable intermediate. Phosphorous, on the other hand, can accept the extra 
electrons of a pentavalent state, expanding the possible reaction pathways. If the 
potential energy is plotted against the nucleophile-electrophile and electrophile-
leaving group distances, known as a More OʼFerrall-Albery-Jencks plot (Figure 1.3), 
the reaction path can be traced along the line of the lowest potential energy.  
 
Figure 1.3. The isocontours of potential energy as a function of the nucleophile-electrophile 
and electrophile-leaving group distances (More OʼFerrall-Albery-Jencks plot). Completely 
associative (A) and dissociative (B) pathways are shown. 
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This is the simplest definition of a reaction coordinate for a nucleophilic 
substitution. The two extremes of possible mechanism are a completely associative 
pathway (Figure 1.3A), where the intermediate is an anionic pentacoordinate 
phosphorane, and the completely dissociative pathway (Figure 1.3B), where the 
leaving group leaves before the nucleophilic attack on the tricoordinate cationic 
metaphosphate. The symmetric SN2-like pathway lies in between the two extremes. 
For the associative and dissociative extremes there is an added distinction whether 
there is actually a phosphorane or metaphosphate intermediate (Figure 1.4).  
 
Figure 1.4. A More OʼFerrall-Albery-Jencks plot of a dissociative pathway with no 
intermediate. 
In the dissociative case there is little difference between a true 
metaphosphate and an SN2-type mechanism with longer nucleophile-electrophile 
and electrophile-leaving group distances, because, unlike in free solution, the 
metaphosphate is probably not free to rotate in the active site and is hence 
susceptible to nucleophilic attack only by a prepositioned nucleophile. Another 
complication arises from the geometry of a trigonal bipyramidal pentacoordinated 
phosphorous, where the apical and peripheral oxygens are not equivalent. If the 
intermediate is sufficiently long-lived, pseudorotation (Figure 1.5) may occur.  
 
Figure 1.5. In pseudorotation an apical substituent (R2) moves into a peripheral position and a 
peripheral substituent (R3) into an apical one. 
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This leaves four classes of pathways (as in Knowles (2), Figure 1.6): the 
dissociative pathway (A) and the three associative pathways with a pentacoordinate 
transition state (B), a pentacoordinate intermediate (C) and a pentacoordinate 
intermediate with pseudorotation. The mechanisms of the elementary step in 
phosphoryl transferases can be described in terms of these pathways. 
 
Figure 1.6. The four possible pathways of phosphoryl transfer after Knowles (2): A) 
dissociative pathway with a metaphosphate intermediate; B) associative pathway with a 
pentacoordinate transition state; C) associative pathway with a phosphorane intermediate; D) 
associative pathway with a phosphorane intermediate and pseudorotation. Nu is the 
nucleophile and LG is the leaving group. 
 A more quantitative approach to classifying the mechanism of the elementary 
step in the cases A and B above has been proposed by Mildvan (19). The bond 
order between two atoms can be calculated as proposed by Pauling (20) (Equation 
1) if the single bond distance is known, such as 1.73 Å for P-O. 
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D(n) = D1 – 0.71 Å log n 
Equation 1. The bond length D as a function of bond order n, where D1 is the length of a single 
bond (n=1). 
Assuming, for simplicity, a symmetric transition state, only the nucleophile-
electrophile bond order has to be considered. If the axial distance between the 
nucleophile and electrophile in the trigonal bipyramidal transition state is estimated 
and the bond order calculated, the fractional associativity is obtained. So a 100 % 
associative reaction would have an axial bond distance of 1.73 Å and and a 50 % 
associative one (the SN2 case) would have an axial bond distance of 1.91 Å. 
 The problem with this approach is that we have no direct structural 
information about the transition state. We can therefore only estimate the bond 
distances from the available structural information, which may include structures of 
substrate, product or intermediate complexes. Since the transition state is a high-
energy species compared to any of these complexes, it seems unlikely that the 
nucleophile would move further away from the electrophile when the reaction takes 
place. Therefore the overall distance between the nucleophile and the leaving group 
is presumably not longer in the transition state. If we then also assume the transition 
state to be symmetrical, the nucleophile-leaving group distance divided by two gives 
us a bond length that can be used to calculate a minimum associativity as above. 
 So how do enzymes lower the activation energy of the rate-limiting step so 
spectacularly? To answer this question we must first try and quantitate exactly how 
good catalysts they are. Obviously the comparison is to the uncatalysed reaction rate 
in solution, but the enzymatic reaction inevitably has a more complicated kinetic 
scheme due to the formation of the enzyme-substrate complex and the dissociation 
of the enzyme-product complex. The simplest way is to compare pseudo-first order 
reaction rates ksol (in solution) and kcat (from steady-state kinetics) extrapolated to the 
same conditions (19). The catalytic power is simply the ratio kcat/ksol, which for 
phosphoryl transferases can easily exceed 1015. Such rate enhancements are 
unlikely to result from any single factor or catalytic residue.  
A major factor in any enzyme is simply bringing the substrates together in the 
right orientation. This is similar to surface catalysis of solution reactions in the sense 
that it reduces the degrees of freedom available for the substrates, thus increasing 
the probability of a ʻproductive encounterʼ. 
 It has been postulated that the catalytic power of enzymes stems from being 
able to bind the transition state tighter than either the reactants or products. While 
this is probably true for most enzymes, it is not the whole truth (21). The transition 
state is not sufficiently different from the reactants or products in terms of electronic 
structure for the difference in binding energy to be large enough to account for the 
catalytic power (22); if the binding is too tight the product dissociation becomes rate 
limiting. According to Knowles (2) the key issue is to have Kint, the equilibrium 
constant between the enzyme-substrate complex and the enzyme-product complex 
as close to one as possible (Figure 1.7). This means that the potential energy barrier 
between the substrate and product is crossed in smaller steps. 
17 
 
Figure 1.7. A schematic depiction of the internal thermodynamics of enzyme catalysis. 
 Another theory to explain part of the catalytic power of enzymes is 
conformational flexibility coupled to the reaction coordinate. Proteins, including 
enzymes, are highly dynamic molecules that exist in more than one conformation. 
These are in rapid equilibrium in solution. The relative energy of each conformation 
may change as a function of the environment, including substrate binding, thereby 
changing the position of the equilibrium. It is thus not necessarily so that substrate 
binding directly causes a conformational change, but that the substrate binds better 
to one conformation, which in turn increases the population of that conformation 
when the substrate is present. The change from substrate to product, the actual 
catalysis, is similar to other conformational changes in the sense that the 
conformation of the enzyme with the product is thermodynamically not far away. This 
is logical if one considers the multidimensional free energy ʻ landscapeʼ of the 
reaction. It is likely to be very rugged since many conformations are available to the 
enzyme, but low energy pathways are available between them. 
The enzyme may also have motions that correspond to the reaction 
coordinate – vibrations that may be identifiable, for example, by normal mode 
analysis. Such vibrations are not necessarily harmonic, since their amplitude is so 
large, but they ʻpushʼ the substrates along the reaction coordinate (22). One of the 
most studied examples is dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR), where changes in the 
main chain flexibility (achieved by mutating glycine to more rigid residues) far from 
the active site significantly affect reaction rates (23). 
 These proposals to explain the catalytic power of enzymes have been 
questioned by Warshel (24, 25), who argues based on a re-interpretation of kinetic 
isotope effects (26) and computational studies (27) that enzyme catalysis is based 
on electrostatics and that other effects are negligible. While the details of this rather 
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involved debate are beyond the scope of this dissertation, they illustrate that enzyme 
catalysis remains an incompletely understood subject. 
1.1.4 Means of catalysis 
There are various ways to facilitate a phosphoryl transfer (Figure 1.8). The 
rate of a nucleophilic substitution obviously increases if the nucleophile is activated 
by general base catalysis. This does not necessarily mean complete deprotonation; 
just donating electron density to the proton allows for more electron density in the 
nucleophileʼs attacking lone pair orbitals. General bases in enzymes are typically 
histidine imidazoles or carboxylates from aspartate or glutamate. The pKa of the 
general base can be estimated from the pH-dependence of the reaction rate; 
carboxylates acting as general bases often have abnormal pKas (28). Given that 
linear free energy relationships (LFERs) for solution reactions suggest that 
phosphoryl transfer is not very sensitive to nucleophilicity (29), the effect of such 
groups may not be entirely due to general base catalysis. In addition to nucleophile 
activation, they also position and orient the nucleophile for attack. This interpretation 
of the LFERs has also been questioned (26) by the Warshel group (see above). 
 
Figure 1.8. The means to catalyse the elementary step in the case of phosphoanhydride 
hydrolysis: general base and acid, balancing the charge of the peripheral oxygens and 
leaving group activation.  
Similarly, general acid catalysis does not necessarily mean full protonation of 
the leaving oxygen. Even partial donation of a proton helps to compensate the 
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charge build-up. General acid catalysts are similar groups to general bases, which is 
understandable because both have to have pKas close to the ʻ effective pHʼ of the 
active site. Since the active sites are usually well ordered and excluded from bulk 
solution, the electrostatic environment is not very similar to that of bulk water. 
Consequently, changes the protonation equilibria of the protolysable groups can be 
very different from those on the protein surface. Water molecules coordinating metal 
ions such as Zn2+ can also be acidic enough to act as general acid catalysts. 
A slightly different effect is achieved by compensating the charge of the 
peripheral oxygens in the trigonal bipyramidal transition state (Figure 1.8). The 
electrostatics of the transition state depends very much on the nature of the 
nucleophile, since the leaving group will be negatively charged anyway unless it is 
completely protonated by a general acid. If the nucleophile has a formal negative 
charge, the build-up of charge in the transition state is quite significant. It is then 
advantageous to compensate this charge by positively charged residues and/or 
hydrogen bond donation. The localisation of charge also depends on the 
associativity of the transition state. The more associative it is, the more negative 
charge is localised on the peripheral oxygens. Another way of understanding this 
mode of catalysis is that withdrawing electrons from the peripheral oxygens 
withdraws in turn the electrons from the electrophilic phosphorous, thus making it a 
better electrophile. In enzymes this is usually accomplished by positively charged 
lysine or arginine residues or metal ions. 
Also the leaving group can be activated outside the actual leaving oxygen by 
general acid catalysis. This applies particularly to phosphoanhydride hydrolases, 
where the leaving group is a phosphate moiety. Compensating negative charges by 
hydrogen bond donation makes it a better leaving group.  
Metal ions are almost always present in phosphoryl transferases, as indeed in 
many other enzymes that recognise a phosphate moiety. Their role can be to simply 
bind and orient the substrate or they may have a more direct role in nucleophile 
activation. The nucleophile is often a water molecule bridging two metal ions (30), as 
for example in DNA polymerases (31). It is interesting to note that the change of the 
metal ion from the native Mg2+ to Mn2+ also changes the specificity of the 
polymerase. This probably results from the increased flexibility in coordination 
geometry for Mn2+ which, unlike Mg2+, has accessible d-orbitals. 
1.1.5 Associative vs. dissociative 
Phosphoryl transfer reactions in solution are generally thought to have 
dissociative transition states. This is based on LFER data showing that the reaction 
rates are not very sensitive to the nucleophilicity of the incoming nucleophile, but the 
effect of the leaving group acidity is significant. In enzymes the situation is more 
complicated. LFER studies are difficult to perform in enzymes due to their specificity 
for certain substrates, so the comparison to solution data is not straightforward (26, 
32, 33). 
While there is almost certainly wide variation in the fractional associativity of 
phosphoryl transferases, the general trend appears to be that the structural 
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information points mostly towards associative mechanisms (19). The biophysical 
data suggest more dissociative mechanisms (29), although a consensus over the 
interpretation of the biophysical experiments is lacking. In phosphoryl transferases a 
truly dissociative pathway is hard to conceive, as all the reactants typically remain 
bound in the active site during the chemical step. But the degree of associativity as 
defined in section 1.1.3 is difficult to determine, as the structure of the transition state 
is not known. The method suggested by Mildvan (19) (section 1.1.3) gives a lower 
limit to the associativity of the mechanism, given that some reasonable model of the 
substrate complex exists. There are several structures of phosphoryl transferases 
with a mimic of a pentacovalent intermediate such as vanadate bound in the active 
site. A classic example is ribonuclease A, discussed in more detail below (section 
1.5.4). In the structure of β-phosphoglucomutase a trigonal bipyramidal phosphorane 
intermediate is even observed directly (34). In this case the 1.2 Å resolution allowed 
the authors to exclude the possibility of this being an artefact of e.g. multiple 
conformations. 
Crystal structures of dissociative, metaphosphate-like transition state 
analogues are also known. A typical analogue in this case is the nitrate ion, which is 
trigonal planar and roughly the same size as metaphosphate. Structures of arginine 
kinase (35) and creatine kinase (36) in the presence of the ADP, nitrate and arginine 
or creatine respectively showed that the nitrate is perfectly positioned to mimic the γ-
phosphate of ATP – the true substrate – for an in-line attack of the nitrogen 
nucleophile. In these cases, too, the nitrate and the ADP β-phosphate were bridged 
by a Mg2+-ion and held tightly in place, in contrast to a truly dissociative pathway with 
free metaphosphate. 
1.2 PYROPHOSPHATASES 
Pyrophosphatases (PPases, EC 3.6.1.1) are essential enzymes for any living 
cell. They hydrolyse inorganic pyrophosphate (PPi) that is produced in a huge 
number of biochemical reactions in the cell. Many reactions that would otherwise be 
thermodynamically unfavourable, such as DNA or protein biosynthesis, are driven by 
the release and consequent hydrolysis of PPi, which has a large and negative 
standard free energy difference of 17 kJ/mol (37). 
PPases can be divided into three families: soluble Family I (38, 39) and II 
PPases (40) and the integral membrane PPases (41). As the soluble PPases have 
more or less a simple ʻ housekeepingʼ function to hydrolyse all available 
pyrophosphate, they are usually not under much regulation. The exceptions are 
some plant PPases, which are involved for example in pollen tube elongation (42). 
Since plants also have vacuolar membrane bound PPases, the entire responsibility 
for PPi hydrolysis does not rest on the soluble PPase. The membrane bound PPases 
on the other hand have quite a different function; they use the energy of PPi 
hydrolysis to pump protons or sodium ions (43, 44) across a membrane against an 
electrochemical gradient. 
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All eukaryotes as well as most eubacteria and archaea have a Family I soluble 
PPase. Family II PPases are limited to prokaryotes with the exception of the 
protozoan Giardia lamblia. The two families have no similarity at all either in 
sequence or structure, but the active sites do have a number of similarities.  
All PPases use divalent metal ions as cofactors; the metal ion preferences of the 
soluble PPases are discussed below. 
1.2.1 Family I PPases 
The Family I PPases are by far the best-studied PPases. PPase activity was 
first identified in animal tissues in 1928 (45) and the pure enzyme was isolated from 
bakerʼs yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) in 1952 (38); since then a wealth of 
kinetic information has accumulated, especially on the S. cerevisiae (46-48) and 
Escherichia coli (49, 50) enzymes, referred to below as Y-PPase and E-PPase 
respectively. It was established early on that no phosphoenzyme intermediate is 
formed (51) and that though the native cofactor is Mg2+, Mn2+, Co2+ and Zn2+ can 
also activate the enzyme (52). Ca2+ on the other hand is a competitive inhibitor. The 
enzyme is very specific for PPi in the presence of Mg2+ (17). Because the reaction 
can be easily run in the direction of PPi synthesis, the internal equilibrium constant 
Kint could be evaluated. 
Structural studies were started early on (53), and the first high-resolution 
structure was solved in 1981 (54). It did not, however, contain the metal cofactors or 
the product. The first structure of the E-PPase product complex appeared in 1994 
(55). Since then numerous structures of family I PPases have been published (56-
60), including a number of active site variants (61, 62). 
 
Figure 1.9. The Y-PPase dimer from the product complex structure (PDB-ID 1E9G (56)) 
represented as a cartoon. α-helices are shown as ribbons and β-sheets as arrows. The active 
site residues E58, D115, D120 and D152, as well as the product phosphates are shown as 
sticks. The Mn2+-ions are shown in magenta. 
The overall fold of Family I PPases is a twisted five-stranded β-barrel flanked 
by two a-helices (Figure 1.9). The active site is located in a groove on the surface. 
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Family I PPases are similar enough to each other in sequence to be easily identified 
by similarity searches and their structures are very similar. The E-PPase sequence 
for example is shorter and lacks some loops of Y-PPase, so the sequence identity 
between Y-PPase and E-PPase is only 22-28 % depending on the choice of the 
alignment parameters (63). The structures are essentially identical for the consensus 
part, though, with a Cα root mean square deviation (r.m.s.d.) 1.45 Å (57). Also the 
conservation of the active site residues is quite strict (Figure 1.10). The quarternary 
structure on the other hand differs significantly; while eukaryotic PPases (such as Y-
PPase) are obligate dimers (57), prokaryotic PPases (like E-PPase) are hexamers 
with 32 (D3 in the Schönflies notation) symmetry (55, 64).  
 
Figure 1.10. A superposition of the E-PPase (magenta) and Y-PPase (green) active sites shows 
a remarkable similarity. 
At the optimal pH of 6.5-7 (48) three metal ions are required for catalysis, two 
of which are bound to the enzyme throughout the catalytic cycle (Figure 1.11) while 
the third comes in with the substrate  (46). At lower pH (< 6), where most of the 
crystals are grown, a four-metal-ion mechanism dominates (48). The metal ions are 
labelled in the order of binding affinity; M1-2 are permanently enzyme-bound and 
M3-4 come in with the substrate. Prokaryotic PPases contain an additional metal ion 
that has a purely structural role; it binds between the monomers so that there are 
three per hexamer. 
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Figure 1.11. The catalytic cycle of Y-PPase with the intermediates detected by kinetic studies. 
There have been several postulates for the nucleophile of the reaction (65, 
66); by now it has been reasonably well established that the nucleophile is located 
between M1 and M2 (56, 57). The nucleophile appears to be a hydroxide ion, as 
discussed below. 
After substrate binding Y-PPase undergoes a conformational change before 
chemical catalysis occurs. In the ʻ resting enzymeʼ structure, two water molecules 
bridge the two permanently bound metal ions, whereas in the product complex there 
is just one (Figure 1.12) (see Results section 3.1.). The atomic resolution structure of 
the product complex contains two alternative conformations for the product 
phosphates; the immediate product, where the nucleophilic oxygen has become a 
phosphate oxygen but still occupies the same position between the M1 and M2 and 
the relaxed product where the phosphates have rotated (56). 
Fluoride is a potent inhibitor, especially of Y-PPase (67), because it is 
isoelectronic with the hydroxide ion nucleophile. The fluoride inhibition of E-PPase 
and Y-PPase is intriguingly different; for E-PPase it is rapid and reversible, but for Y-
PPase there is first a fast phase followed by a slower phase to produce a fluoride 
complex that can even be isolated chromatographically (67). 
Isotope exchange experiments showed that in the presence of Mg2+, the 
electrophilic phosphate is the first one to be released and second one to bind (46). It 
is hence less tightly bound; therefore it is called P2. The more tightly bound leaving 
group phosphate is labelled P1. In the presence of Mn2+, however, the order is 
reversed (68) and the release of product instead of the chemical step is rate limiting.  
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Figure 1.12. The superposition of the open conformation (blue) with the two-water bridge, and 
the closed conformation (red) with the one-water bridge, of Y-PPase. 
The pH-dependence of the reaction revealed two important ionisation 
constants: a general acid at a pKa of 7.5 and an essential base at 5.9 (69). The 
identity of these ionisable groups is not clear, but in the reverse reaction of 
pyrophosphate synthesis, the pKa of the essential base is lowered to 5.5. This would 
be consistent with a water molecule, although in a rather unusual environment. A 
similar change in pKa also occurs after the substrate binds and the enzyme 
conformation changes (48)(Figure 1.12). This issue is discussed in more detail in 
section 4.1.1. It was postulated that a low barrier hydrogen bond (LBHB) between 
the nucleophile and D117 is involved in the activation of the nucleophile (56). 
 
1.2.2 Family II PPases 
The discovery of family II PPases (40, 70) was somewhat surprising, as all 
PPases were thought to be very similar in terms of sequence, structure and 
mechanism. They are now known to belong to the ʻDHHʼ superfamily of 
phosphoesterases that share a DHH catalytic motif (SCOP classfication 64181 (71)). 
While Family I PPases have only one domain, as discussed above, Family II PPases 
have two (Figure 1.13) (72). Despite the lack of structural similarity in terms of the 
fold, the active site residues are positioned in a similar fashion, which was initially 
interpreted as an example of convergent evolution. 
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Figure 1.13. A cartoon representation of a Streptococcus mutans pyrophosphatase dimer, 
showing the active site  containing two Mn2+-ions (magenta), a Mg2+-ion (green) and two 
sulphate ions  located between the N-terminal (green) and C-terminal (lime) domains. 
The active site is located at the interface of the domains; the tightly bound 
metal cofactors bind to the N-terminal domain but substrate binding requires 
residues from both domains. A number of structures of Family II PPases have been 
solved since 2001 (72-75). Depending on the contents of the active site, the 
orientation of the two domains varies widely. In the absence of product or substrate 
they are wide open in an almost linear configuration (PDB-ID 1K23 (74)), whereas in 
the presence of product they adopt a more closed orientation (Figure 1.14). This has 
led to the suggestion that substrate binding triggers the closure of the two domains, 
and after the chemical step they re-open, separating the two product phosphates 
(73). 
 
Figure 1.14. A superposition of the N-terminal domains of the open (blue) and closed (red) 
structures of Bacillus subtilis PPase (BsPPase). The active site metals of the closed structure 
are shown in green. 
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The metal activation of Family II PPases is rather more complex than in 
Family I. With Mn2+, the native cofactor the catalytic rates (kcat) are ten times those of 
Family I PPases, but with Mg2+ the rates are comparable to those of Family I 
enzymes (76). However, even the Mn2+ activated enzyme makes use of Mg2+ that 
comes in with the substrate. In the presence of substrate there are four metal ions 
present in the active site (75). The tightest binding metal is actually denoted M2 in 
the structures, due to initial comparison to the Family I active site (Figure 1.15) (72). 
Mn2+ binds to this site with nanomolar affinity, whereas Mg2+ binding is in the 
micromolar range (77). Binding to the second site (M1) is even weaker, in the 
millimolar range (74). 
 
Figure 1.15. The active sites of the Y-PPase product complex (PDB-ID 1E9G, green (56)) and S. 
mutans PPase sulphate complex (PDB-ID 1I74, cyan (72)) superposed by the phosphates and 
metals M1 and M2. Mn2+-ions are shown in magenta and a Mg2+-ion in green. 
The preference of Family II PPases for Mn2+ over Mg2+ is at least partly 
explained by the presence of histidines as opposed to aspartates as metal-binding 
ligands. The Mg2+-ion is a relatively hard electrophile that prefers harder, oxygen 
nucleophiles such as water or carboxylates, wheras the imidazole group of histidine 
is a softer nucleophile and therefore preferred by softer electrophiles such as Mn2+ or 
Co2+ (78). There is also a more subtle reason for the Mn2+-preference: the metal 
coordination geometry. In the absence of bound substrate (or product) the M2 metal 
ion tends to be only five-coordinated and in a distorted geometry somewhere 
between trigonal bipyramidal and square planar (74). Upon substrate binding, the 
coordination number changes to six and the geometry to octahedral. This moves the 
nucleophile into a better position for attack and additionally causes some 
conformational strain, which presumably helps in product release. Therefore Mg2+, 
which can only adopt an octahedral geometry, binds poorly compared to transition 
metal ions, which can tolerate larger deviations of the ideal geometry due to their 
available d-orbitals.  
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Zn2+, on the other hand, binds similarly to Mn2+, but displays interesting 
activation behaviour. Zn2+ activates the enzyme, but only when bound to the lower 
affinity M1 site, because it, in turn, cannot assume the octahedral geometry required 
for catalysis when the substrate binds (74). 
1.3 METHODS TO STUDY REACTION INTERMEDIATES BY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 
Crystallography is often mistakenly believed to provide only static information on 
protein structure. Even though a crystal structure is an average over all the 
molecules in the crystal and the measurement time, it does not imply that the protein 
molecules in the crystals are either static or all in the same conformation during the 
measurement. Indeed a protein crystal is more like an ordered jelly than a true solid 
state. This flexibility combined with the high solvent content of protein crystals means 
that enzymes are sometimes active in crystals and the enzymatic reaction can be 
followed in crystallo (79). 
The aforementioned constraints of time and space averaging require that data 
can be collected within the lifetime of the intermediate of interest and that the 
reaction is well synchronised in the crystal (i.e. all molecules are in step). The first 
requirement can be fulfilled either be collecting the data very fast with the 
polychromatic Laue method or by somehow extending the lifetime of the intermediate 
(80). 
The latter requirement is a result of the space averaging in crystallography – the 
electron density maps represent the mean over all molecules in the crystal. Even if 
the data could be collected faster than the intermediate lifetime, the information will 
be averaged out if the molecules in the crystal are not simultaneously in the same 
phase of the reaction. 
1.3.1  Initiating a reaction in the crystal 
 The requirement of synchronisation means in practice that the reaction must 
be initiated an order of magnitude faster than the actual reaction rate. The process of 
growing a diffraction quality protein crystal takes from hours to months, whereas 
even slow enzymatic reactions happen in seconds. (Exceptions include clock 
enzymes that can have time constants of 10-3-10-4 s-1 (81).) It is therefore clear that 
the substrate cannot be included in the crystallisation conditions. The classical way 
to introduce small molecules into protein crystals is soaking. Protein crystals have a 
high solvent content and the channels of disordered solvent allow almost unhindered 
diffusion of small molecules into the enzyme active site. This diffusion process 
typically happens in seconds, which means that initiating a reaction by simply 
soaking in the substrate only works for very slow reactions, or when an intermediate 
accumulates, like compound I in the case of cytochrome c peroxidase (82). 
 For faster reactions an inactive precursor of the substrate has to be co-
crystallised with the enzyme and then somehow activated sufficiently rapidly. In 
simple organic reactions temperature, pressure or pH jumps are usually used, but 
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even though a pH jump approach was used with trypsin (83), proteins are generally 
stable over such a limited range of pH and temperature that such jumps are not 
practical. Laser photolysis of photolabile compounds typically occurs very rapidly, on 
the microsecond or faster timescales (84, 85). A key requirement for photolytic 
triggering is a sufficient quantum yield to convert all the photolabile precursor 
molecules to substrate. The extremely high brilliance of laser radiation allows this to 
happen in the protein crystal, where the concentration of the protein is in the 
millimolar range. There is usually only one substrate molecule per protein so the 
concentration of the photolysable molecule and the protein are the same.  
“Caged compounds” containing a nitrophenylethyl chromophore (86) (Figure 
1.16) have been used successfully in triggering reactions (87) involving e.g. 
nucleotides (86). The 1-(2-nitrophenyl)-ethyl moiety absorbs at 265 nm, the fourth 
harmonic frequency of the neodymium-YAG laser. The electronic excitation allows 
an intramolecularly assisted release of the pyrophosphate group. The rate of 
photolysis is pH dependent, as the protonation state of the phosphate moiety affects 
the probability of its release. At physiological pH, the time scale of the photolysis is a 
few milliseconds. 
 
Figure 1.16. The photolytic mechanism of o-nitrophenylethyl caging groups. 
 The actual photochemistry is much faster than this, but the dark reactions are 
rate limiting (88). Cage groups with faster photolysis rates have been used for 
example for studying ion channels (89-92), but they tend to be bulkier and hence 
less suitable to be bound in the active site. It is also possible to photo-cage the 
active site residues themselves by some rather elaborate molecular biology (93), but 
so far this approach has not been used for time-resolved crystallography. 
1.3.2 Following the reaction in crystallo 
In order to observe the structural changes, it is essential to identify the 
intermediates formed as a function of time and link them to those observed in free 
solution. Optical spectroscopy is the method of choice, since the measurement is 
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relatively easy to perform both in solution and in the crystal during X-ray data 
collection. Protein crystals used for X-ray diffraction are typically less than one mm in 
any dimension, much smaller than the cuvette in a typical optical spectrophotometer. 
The spectrum acquisition has to be done while the X-ray data are being collected at 
a synchrotron beamline (94, 95). Thus in crystallo spectroscopy requires specific 
equipment. Dedicated microspectrophotometers have been constructed and installed 
at laboratory sources or synchrotron beamlines. Obviously the first requirement for in 
crystallo spectroscopy is a suitable spectroscopic probe for the progress of the 
reaction in the UV-visible region. The majority of enzymatic reactions, however, lack 
such a probe. In these cases the use of Raman spectroscopy may provide a viable 
alternative, even though the time resolution is rather more modest (96). 
 
1.3.3  Time resolved Laue crystallography 
In regular protein crystallography the monochromatic oscillation method (97) has 
become almost the sole method of data collection. In each diffraction image only 
those reflections that fall on the Ewald sphere during the oscillation are recorded on 
the diffraction image. In order to cover all of reciprocal space the crystal has to be 
rotated and even at the fastest modern synchrotron beamlines this takes several 
minutes (98), which is orders of magnitude slower than the timescale of most 
enzymatic reactions.  
In the Laue method the incident radiation is not monochromatised, so the Ewald 
sphere is replaced by a much larger volume (Figure 1.17) and a far larger number of 
reflections are simultaneously in diffracting position. Hence many more reflections 
can be measured on a single image. In principle an entire diffraction data set can be 
collected on a single image, albeit at reduced completeness. 
The Laue method requires highly brilliant polychromatic synchrotron radiation. 
Compared to the monochromatic oscillation method where the majority of the X-ray 
photons are rejected by the monochromator, the incident X-ray intensity is 
significantly higher, which allows exposure times as low as nanoseconds (99). 
Therefore reactions in the crystal can be followed in real time, solving the structure 
from each Laue image. 
Time resolved Laue crystallography is technically very challenging, requiring 
good, low mosaicity crystals that retain their quality even when a reaction is initiated 
in the crystal. With so many reflections on one image overlaps are unavoidable. 
There are both harmonic overlaps, where the reflection of the indices h, k, l at 
wavelength λ is overlapped for example by a reflection 2h, 2k, 2l at 2λ, and spatial 
overlaps that occur by coincidence. Separating the spots on the detector surface and 
integrating their intensities is a non-trivial task compared to monochromatic data 
processing. If the mosaicity of the crystal increases this becomes even more difficult. 
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Figure 1.17 The Ewald construction for Laue diffraction. The monochromatic Ewald 
construction is depicted for one wavelength λ , where s0 and s are the incident and scattered 
wavevectors, respectively. In the Laue method all reflections that fall between the Ewald 
spheres of the shortest (λmin) and longest (λmax) wavelengths are in diffracting position 
simultaneously.  
The number of proteins studied by time-resolved Laue crystallography remains 
small due to the technical challenges outlined above (see also Ren et al. (100)). 
Perhaps the most spectacular example is myoglobin, where the photolysis of a 
carbon monoxide complex and subsequent migration of the CO has been followed 
with nanosecond resolution (99). Enzymes that have been studied this way include 
glycogen phosphorylase (101), the GTPase Ha-ras p21 (102), α-chymotrypsin (103), 
isocitrate dehydrogenase (104) and hydroxymethylbilane synthase (105). 
The Laue method is inherently plagued with low completeness, both because not all 
of reciprocal space is in diffracting position and because of the overlap problem. This 
low completeness adversely affects the quality of the electron density maps, making 
their interpretation difficult. This problem has been partly addressed by a singular 
value decomposition approach in which the electron density is separated to time-
dependent and time-independent components. Since the interesting changes are in 
the time-dependent component, the time-independent component can be considered 
essentially background. Therefore the time-dependent electron density is easier to 
interpret. This method has been applied for example with photoactive yellow protein 
(106). 
1.3.4 Physical trapping — freeze trapping and trap freezing intermediates 
The temperature dependence of enzymatic reactions is very steep, so that a 
drastic drop in temperature effectively stops the reaction. This provides a convenient 
way of extending the lifetime of intermediates almost indefinitely. Since X-ray data 
are nowadays almost always collected at 100 K to avoid radiation damage, it is 
natural to cryo-cool the crystal in the middle of the reaction. It is crucial to know the 
extent of reaction at the time of cryo-cooling; spectroscopic observation as discussed 
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in section 1.3.2 is required. This approach is known as trap-freezing. It was applied 
for example with the hammerhead ribozyme, where the reaction is comparatively 
slow and can be initiated with a change in pH or Mg2+ concentration (107). The time 
resolution in trap-freezing is also limited by the cooling rate of the crystal; it can take 
as long as one second to cool a large protein crystal to 77 K (108). 
The second option is freeze-trapping, in which the reaction is initiated 
photochemically in the cryo-cooled crystal (87). This obviously requires that the 
reaction rate is fast enough to observe the reaction at the cryo-temperature but slow 
enough for intermediates to accumulate. 
1.3.5 Chemical trapping — mimicking intermediates 
As discussed in section 1.1, the lifetime of the transition state of a chemical 
reaction is so short that it can only be directly observed by femtosecond laser 
spectroscopy (109), which is not yet practical for enzyme systems. Also, the reaction 
intermediates are very short-lived compared to the timescales involved in 
experimental structure determination. However, the transition state must lie between 
the structures of the substrate and the product, so if the structures of the 
intermediates are known, it is possible to postulate what its structure should be like 
and synthesise molecules that mimic the transition state (110). Such molecules 
should not react, so that experimental structure determination is possible.  
 Analogues of substrates, products or intermediates of phosphoryl 
transferases are often phosphonates or phosphoramidates, which are geometrically 
and electrostatically quite similar to phosphate esters or anhydrides. Such 
compounds are helpful in elucidating the molecular choreography as discussed for 
Y-PPase in section 3.1, but they do not really address the question of the transition 
state. Transition state analogues for associative phosphoryl transfer reactions should 
have a similar geometry to a pentacoordinate phosphorous; mimics of dissociative 
intermediates should be trigonal planar so that the axial ligands are not actually 
covalently bonded. Typical mimics of an associative transition state are vanadates 
(111, 112), which feature a pentacovalent geometry and negatively charged 
peripheral oxygens. The planar tetrafluoroaluminate ion (AlF4-) has also been used 
as a dissociative transition state analogue, the fluorine atoms mimicking the charged 
peripheral oxygens (113).  A common mimic of a dissociative transition state is the 
nitrate ion in combination with some analogues of the nucleophile and leaving group 
(35, 114). 
1.4 METHODS TO STUDY PROTONATION STATES 
Hydrogen has only one proton and one electron. As the X-rays that are used 
for structure determination by crystallography are scattered from electrons, the 
contribution of hydrogens to the electron density maps is so small that they can be 
observed only in the very highest resolution X-ray structures (115). Yet the positions 
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of hydrogens – namely the protonation states of acids and bases – are crucial to 
understanding any reaction mechanism. 
 Neutron crystallography (see section 1.5) is the most unambiguous method 
for protonation state determination. The technical difficulties are so great, however, 
that if alternative methods can provide the same information, they are often 
preferred. In small molecule crystallography, hydrogen atoms are routinely refined as 
part of the structure (116), but this is rarely done with proteins. What kind of X-ray 
data are actually needed to observe the hydrogens? The question is not easy to 
answer (117), as the interpretation of electron density near the noise level is always 
somewhat ambiguous. In crystal structures at sub-atomic resolution (< 0.9 Å) a large 
number of hydrogens can be seen in the Fo-Fc difference maps. The peak height of a 
hydrogen (just like any other atom) in an electron density map is strongly dependent 
on the atomic displacement factor or B-factor. As the hydrogens ʻrideʼ (118) with the 
heavier atom they are bound to, the B-factor of that atom largely defines whether the 
hydrogen is visible in the map or not. 
 An indirect way to observe the protonation state of a functional group – most 
commonly carboxylate – is the analysis of bond lengths. In a deprotonated 
carboxylate the C-O- bond lengths are equal (1.249 Å) (119) while protonation of one 
oxygen leads to a single C-OH bond of 1.304 Å and a double C=O bond of 1.208 Å. 
In crystallographic refinement, bond lengths are usually restrained to one of these 
values since the data-to-parameter ratio is insufficient to refine all atoms 
independently. Therefore the analysis of bond lengths is only useful at atomic 
resolution (< 1.2 Å) when unrestrained refinement is possible (120). In order to 
decide whether the differences in bond lengths are statistically significant, a full 
matrix inversion (121) has to be performed to estimate the standard uncertainties in 
the atomic coordinates. This is only feasible at atomic resolution and may present 
computational problems if more than ~1000 atoms are involved (121). 
 Another possible technique to determine protonation states directly is nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) (122, 123). NMR spectroscopy provides 
information about the electronic environment of nuclei, which tends to change as a 
function of protonation. Measuring and interpreting NMR spectra from protein 
samples, however, is far from trivial. Perhaps the most significant limitation is the 
relaxation rate of the nuclei, which is related to the tumbling rate of the molecule in 
solution. If the tumbling is too slow the NMR signals cannot be observed in practice. 
An additional complication is that the NMR-active isotopes of e.g. carbon and 
nitrogen (13C and 15N) constitute only a small fraction of the atoms in the sample, so 
that elaborate isotope labelling schemes are often required to measure useful 
spectra. The tumbling rate in turn is related to the size of the protein, imposing a 
practical size limit. Even though NMR experiments typically observe protons, the 
proton signals from exchangeable protons are often broad and hard to observe. 
Protonation also changes the resonances of carbon and nitrogen atoms down the 
side chain (124, 125), which can be more easily observed by for example 
heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) spectroscopy. The change in the 
signals as a function of pH gives the pKa; this is known as NMR titration (126). The 
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disadvantage of this technique is that it cannot observe the protonation states of 
ordered water or ligand (substrate, product or analogue) molecules. 
1.5 NEUTRON CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 
In contrast to X-rays that are scattered from the electron clouds of atoms – X-ray 
scattering lengths (also called scattering factors) hence being proportional to the 
number of electrons – neutron scattering is a purely nuclear process. The scattering 
lengths are different for each nucleus, i.e. each isotope of each element, and they 
are completely unrelated to the nuclear mass (127) (Table 1). Therefore the 
scattering length of hydrogen is of the same order as those of heavier atoms found in 
proteins, such as carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. This means that neutron 
crystallography is the most unambiguous method for determining the protonation 
states of proteins and their bound ligands or water molecules. 
Table 1. Neutron scattering properties of elements common in proteins. The coherent 
scattering length bc, the coherent (σcoh) and incoherent (σ incoh) scattering cross sections, as 
well as the number of electrons for comparison, are listed. 
Nucleus bc (10-15 m) σcoh (10-28 m2) σincoh(10-28 m2) # of electrons 
1H -3.74 1.76 82.03 1 
2H 6.67 5.59 7.64 1 
12C 6.65 5.56 0 6 
14N 9.37 11.03 0.50 7 
16O 5.81 4.23 0 8 
1.5.1 Technical challenges — neutron sources and instruments 
Neutron crystallography remains technically so demanding that its use has been 
limited to only a few proteins. The first problem is that of neutron sources. Modern 
synchrotron sources have revolutionised X-ray crystallography by providing highly 
brilliant (photon flux at sample 1013-1023 photons s-1 mm-2 mrad-2 0.1% bandwidth) 
and collimated (natural divergence 0.2-0.5 mrad) radiation (116), although the 
facilities are very large and expensive. The two principal methods for producing 
neutrons require equally or even more expensive facilities and yet the achievable 
brilliance at the sample is lower than that of laboratory X-ray sources (photon flux at 
sample 107-109 photons s-1 mm-2 mrad-2 0.1% bandwidth) (128).  
The classical method of producing neutron beams is nuclear fission. The 
neutron-initiated splitting of the fissile isotope 235U of uranium produces two to five 
neutrons. Of the 2.5 neutrons produced on average, 1.5 are needed to propagate the 
chain reaction but the rest can in principle be used for the neutron beam. Because 
the source is completely divergent, the only way to increase the brilliance is to make 
the source smaller. The fundamental design problem of reactor based neutron 
sources is heat transfer, because if the energy density of the reactor increases too 
much, the nuclear reaction can no longer be controlled. This limits the achievable 
brilliance of reactor sources, so the reactor source at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) 
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in Grenoble, France (maximal flux density ~1015 n cm-2) has remained the brightest 
neutron source in the world for more than 30 years. 
The other method for producing bright neutron beams is spallation, where high-
energy protons (in the GeV range) are directed upon a heavy metal target made of  
uranium, tungsten or mercury. The nucleus is excited and emits the extra energy as 
neutrons. Because the incident protons come in pulses, typically at a frequency of 50 
Hz, the resulting neutron beam also has a well-defined time structure. As discussed 
below, this time structure can be used to resolve reflections by the neutron time of 
flight. Recently two new, high brilliance spallation sources have been built: the 
Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) in Oak Ridge, Tennesee, United States and the 
Japan Proton Accelerator Research Center (J-PARC) in Tokai-mura, Japan. 
Both fission and spallation initially produce fast neutrons, the wavelength of 
which is far too short for protein crystallography. Therefore the neutrons have to be 
moderated in order to match their wavelength with the interatomic spacings in 
proteins. When neutrons collide inelastically with light nuclei, their speed (and hence 
wavelength) distribution is moderated to a Maxwellian distribution corresponding to 
the temperature of the moderator. Thermal neutrons (energy ~25 meV or 1.8 Å) are 
typically produced from D2O at ambient temperature; hot neutrons (>100 meV or 0.9 
Å) from a graphite rod at 2000 K and cold neutrons (<10 meV or 2.85 Å) from liquid 
D2 at 20 K. Cold neutrons are usually used for protein crystallography, partly 
because the detectors are more sensitive to slower (longer wavelength) neutrons 
(129). 
There are currently only few instruments in the world suitable for neutron protein 
crystallography. Due to the limitations of the sources and detectors and also the 
wavelengths used, the design concepts of neutron diffractometers differ somewhat 
from that of X-ray diffractometers. The BIX-3 (130) and BIX-4 (131) instruments at 
the Japanese Research Reactor (JRR) in Tokai-mura, Japan, and D19 at the Institut 
Laue Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble, France use a monochromatic neutron beam and 
hence resemble a conventional X-ray diffractometer, but the Japanese instruments 
have a cylindrical detector for better coverage of reciprocal space. Even though the 
monochromatisation facilitates the data processing immensely and the data quality 
tends to be better, the loss of overall flux is significant. The Laue diffractometer LADI 
at the ILL (129) – recently replaced by an improved version LADI-III – uses a  ʻpink 
Laueʼ method; a broadband wavelength filter excludes the extremes of the neutron 
spectrum, which reduces the overlap issues, but the vast majority of the available 
neutron flux is used to advantage. 
Instruments at spallation sources invariably use the Laue method, but the time 
structure of the incoming neutron beam makes it possible to resolve overlaps by the 
neutron time-of-flight that is related to the velocity and hence wavelength. An 
additional benefit of the time-of-flight resolution is that the background is evenly 
distributed over the wavelength dimension, effectively improving the signal-to-noise 
ratio of the Bragg reflections. The only operational instrument to date is the Protein 
Crystallography Station (PCS) (132) at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center 
(LANSCE) at Los Alamos, United States. Two others are in construction at brighter 
spallation sources; the iBIX (133) at the J-PARC, and the Macromolecular Neutron 
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Diffractometer (MANDI) (134) at SNS. All of these instruments feature an array of 
area detectors with a high time resolution to cover as much reciprocal space as 
feasible.  
1.5.2 Requirements for the sample 
Even the brightest neutron sources are very weak, so the data collection times 
are measured in days or weeks (135). Even then the crystal size required to collect 
data is about of 1 mm3: roughly a thousand times that used routinely for X-ray 
crystallography. For a crystal of a given size, the scattering intensity in each 
reflection is inversely proportional to the third power of the unit cell volume. This 
means that larger crystals are needed when the unit cell is large. The size 
requirement is also highly dependent on the crystalline order, so data have been 
collected from crystals as small as 0.15 mm3 (136). These are aldose reductase (see 
section 1.5.4) crystals that diffract X-rays to 0.66 Å. They are very robust, and their 
mosaicity is low. 
While it is never really easy to grow protein crystals (137, 138), the difficulties 
increase exponentially with the crystal size. The key to understanding crystal growth 
is the phase diagram (Figure 1.18) where the solubility of the protein is plotted as a 
function of some physical variable, such as precipitant concentration or temperature.  
 
Figure 1.18 A phase diagram for protein solubility as a function of precipitant concentration 
depicting the supersaturation, nucleation and precipitation regions. 
Below the solubility curve the protein is undersaturated and existing crystals will 
dissolve. Above the solubility curve the protein is supersaturated, so crystals will 
grow; but no new crystals will nucleate at the vicinity of the curve, because there is 
an activation energy associated with nucleation. Once the degree of supersaturation 
reaches the nucleation limit, new crystals will nucleate. If crystal nuclei are 
introduced to a supersaturated solution below the nucleation limit, there are only a 
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limited number of protein molecules available for the growth of crystals. The product 
of the liquid volume and the concentration difference to the solubility limit defines this 
number. Once the solubility curve is reached the crystals stop growing. If the starting 
protein concentration is too high, new nuclei form and consume all the available 
protein, the result being more but smaller crystals.  
So some method is needed to move along the phase diagram. Although large 
crystals can sometimes be grown by vapour diffusion by repeated microseeding 
(139, 140) or dialysis (141), temperature is the only variable where the rate of 
change can be reliably controlled. The temperature-controlled batch crystallisation 
method of Budaoyva-Spano et al. (142) allows large crystals to be grown in a 
reproducible manner provided that the initial crystallisation conditions and the 
temperature response of the system are known well enough. 
While the objective of neutron crystallography is to locate hydrogen atoms, one 
of the biggest technical problems is related to hydrogen. As the neutrons are 
scattered by the nuclei, each isotope of the same element behaves differently. The 
light isotope of hydrogen, 1H, is particularly problematic, because it has, due to its 
spin, a very high incoherent scattering cross section (Table 1). The incoherent 
scattering does not contribute to the Bragg reflections at all and even though it can 
be used to study protein dynamics (143), it only adds to the background in 
crystallographic data collection. As the signal to noise ratio in the diffraction images 
is poor, this factor can decide whether a useful data set can be collected or not. 1H 
also has a negative scattering length (Table 1), or in other words the phase change 
upon scattering is 180º different from the phase change for 12C, 14N and 16O. In 
practice this means that protons give rise to negative peaks in the nuclear density 
map (analogous to the electron density map in X-ray crystallography). Because most 
other atoms common in proteins, such as carbon or nitrogen have positive scattering 
lengths, the peaks cancel each other out to some extent. This seriously complicates 
the interpretation of the maps. It is therefore imperative that the sample contains as 
little 1H as possible. 
Deuterium (2H or D), the heavier isotope of hydrogen does not suffer from these 
problems. It has a positive scattering length comparable to carbon, nitrogen or 
oxygen and a much lower incoherent scattering cross-section than 1H (Table 1), so 
the logical approach is to replace 1H with D. Growing large crystals of proteins in 
deuterated conditions is not as easy as it may sound, because the protein solubility 
is different in D2O (144). Worse still, this procedure exchanges only the 
exchangeable protons to deuterons, leaving all the aliphatic protons untouched. This 
often does not reduce the incoherent scattering background sufficiently. The solution 
is perdeuteration (145); recombinant protein is expressed in bacteria that are grown 
in D2O and with a deuterated carbon source (146). Perdeuteration is particularly 
important for crystals with large unit cells (115, 147). 
The relative difference in mass between the two isotopes of hydrogen is larger 
than between e.g. 12C and 13C or 14N and 15N, and most importantly the energies of 
hydrogen bonds change, which disturbs the normal function of a cell. Higher 
eukaryotes can not grow at all in 100 % D2O and only certain strains of E. coli 
survive and grow relatively well, which limits the choice of expression system. D2O 
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and particularly the deuterated carbon sources are not cheap, but there is a 
significant difference in price between deuterated glucose and glycerol, so glycerol is 
preferred as a carbon source. The expression protocols are often optimised for 
fermentors allowing a high cell density in order to minimise the use of expensive 
D2O. 
Neutron data are usually collected at ambient temperature. The cylindrical image 
plate detector in instruments such as LADI-III or BIX-3 does not allow a conventional 
cryostream to be used. Although a setup based on a liquid He displex cryostat is 
available for LADI-III, only one structure has been solved at a cryogenic temperature 
(44 K) (148). At PCS a cryostream is available but no cryo-cooled structures have 
been reported. The reason for this is that successful cryo-cooling of sufficiently large 
crystals for neutron work is very difficult. Finally, the Laue method is very sensitive to 
crystal mosaicity (100), which tends to increase upon cryo-cooling. 
1.5.3 Structure refinement 
Once the data are processed to a list of reflection intensities, structure 
solution and refinement work in principle just as in X-ray crystallography. The only 
change is that the corresponding neutron scattering lengths (Table 1) replace the 
atomic X-ray scattering factors. The phase problem is rather trivial, as the X-ray 
structure is always well known beforehand and X-ray and neutron data can be 
collected on the same crystal (or at least crystals grown from identical conditions). 
There is however an issue with the data-to-parameter ratio, because including the 
hydrogens in the refinement roughly doubles the number of atomic coordinates and 
B-factors to be refined. The number of reflections on the other hand does not 
increase and the resolutions typically obtained in neutron data remain rather modest 
(> 1.5 Å). This problem can be addressed by refining the structure against a 
combined neutron-X-ray target function, implemented for example in the program 
packages PHENIX (149) and nCNS (150) (a modification of CNS (151)). This 
requires that the X-ray data be collected at the same temperature and that the unit 
cell be exactly the same. This is of course best achieved by collecting an X-ray data 
set of the same crystal used for the neutron data collection. This has the added 
benefit of providing the correct unit cell dimensions (the unit cell may change slightly 
e.g. because of deuteration) for Laue data processing, where the unit cell has to be 
known in order to index the image. Joint refinement significantly improves the quality 
of the neutron maps (152) and the X-ray map can be used to accurately position the 
non-hydrogen atoms, which in turn aids in defining the hydrogen atom positions.  
1.5.4 Examples of neutron structures 
The first structure investigated by neutron crystallography was myoglobin in 
1969 (153), but since then the neutron structures of just 17 different proteins have 
been solved, underlining the technical difficulties involved. In recent years there has 
been a surge of neutron structures due to developments in instrumentation (135, 
154). Even so, over half of the available structures are of just a few proteins, such as 
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lysozyme (2 structures), concanavalin A (3 structures), insulin (3 structures) and 
rubredoxin (2 structures). I will briefly discuss the most relevant neutron structures of 
enzymes reported in the literature. 
The serine protease endothiapepsin (155) contains a pair of catalytic 
aspartates, D32 and D215, one of which was proposed to be protonated. Their 
actual protonation states in the presence of a transition state analogue were 
determined from the neutron structure. D215 was found to be protonated, while D32 
was not. While shedding light on the nucleophile activation, the interpretation of 
these results was complicated by indications of a low-barrier hydrogen bond 
between D32 and the substrate hydroxyl. The presence of LBHBs was later 
confirmed by proton NMR. Later a neutron structure in the presence of a gem-diol 
inhibitor that mimics the transition state even better was solved (156). This structure 
together with high-resolution X-ray studies further supported the proposed 
mechanism. 
One of the early neutron structures was that of ribonuclease A (111), a 
phosphoryl transferase. It was crystallised with uridine vanadate, a transition state 
analogue. The reaction involves a nucleophilic attack by the 2ʼ-OH of the ribose to 
form a cyclic phosphodiester intermediate, which is then hydrolysed.  The enzyme 
therefore catalyses two distinct phosphoryl transfers: the cleavage of the RNA chain 
and the hydrolysis of the cyclic intermediate. In both reactions it is assumed that the 
leaving group oxygen has to be apical in the transition state, which means that the 
respective nucleophiles come from different sides. Hence they have to be activated 
by two different histidine side chains, H12 and H119, both of which were protonated 
in the neutron structure. This result is not very compatible with the mechanistic 
model, but later work suggested that H12 might play a different role, the general 
base being a lysine (157). 
One of the recent highlights of neutron crystallography has been aldose 
reductase. This enzyme reduces a wide variety of substrates, including glucose, 
using reduced nicotine adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) as a reductant. In 
the presence of the inhibitor IDD594 the X-ray structure was solved at 0.66 Å 
resolution and yet only 54 % of the protons could be located. The polar hydrogens in 
particular were poorly visible. The neutron structure of aldose reductase (136) 
confirmed the protonation states of the Asp-Lys-Tyr catalytic triad, with a proton 
shared between Asp and Lys. The combination of neutron and high resolution X-ray 
data served as a starting point for QM/MM simulations of the reaction trajectory. This 
suggested that a deprotonated Tyr stabilised by the rest of the catalytic triad is 
involved in the proton transfer step. 
Diisopropyl fluorophosphatase, also a phosphoryl transferase, hydrolyses a 
number of organophosphorous compounds, including numerous nerve agents such 
as Sarin, Tabun and Soman. It is activated by Ca2+, which is coordinated by four 
carboxylates and two water molecules. Two competing catalytic mechanisms had 
been proposed, one involving nucleophilic attack by a deprotonated aspartate, D229, 
and another by a hydroxide ion coordinating the calcium. The neutron structure (152) 
– refined using a joint X-ray-neutron target function – clearly excluded the second 
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mechanism, since D229 was deprotonated and the putative hydroxide was a water 
molecule with two hydrogens visible in the nuclear density map. 
Xylose isomerase, an aldose-ketose isomerase that catalyses the 
interconversion between xylose and xylulose or alternatively fructose and glucose, 
crystallises in one of the largest unit cells (a=94 Å b=100 Å c=103 Å) studied by 
neutron crystallography (158). The reaction involves first the opening of the sugar 
ring and a subsequent hydrogen transfer between adjacent carbon atoms required to 
convert an aldose to a ketose or vice versa. Even though the first neutron structure 
(159) did not contain a substrate or analogue, comparisons to substrate-containing 
X-ray structures identified a water molecule occupying the position of the ring oxygen 
of glucose. This water was in turn hydrogen bonded to the doubly protonated H54, 
which would act as a general acid catalyst in the ring opening. For the second step 
three possible mechanisms had been proposed: a hydride shift, a cis-ene diol 
intermediate or a metal-mediated hydride shift. The putatively catalytic, metal-
coordinating water molecule is indeed a water in this structure, not a hydroxide. Its 
lone pairs are oriented in such a way that it could function as the proton-abstracting 
group in the cis-ene diol mechanism. Later a neutron structure with a linear xylulose 
molecule bound to the active site was solved (160) where that water was replaced by 
hydroxide. The O2 of the xylulose was identified in the neutron structure to be a 
carbonyl, confirming that a proton transfer from O2 to O1 had occurred. Based on 
the neutron structures the cis-ene diol mechanism seems most likely, even though a 
hydride shift could not be ruled out.  
Dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) is an enzyme involved in many biosynthetic 
pathways. Using NADPH as a hydride donor, it catalyses the reduction of 7,8-
dihydrofolate to 5,6,7,8-tetrahydrofolate. The neutron structure of DHFR was solved 
(161) in the presence of the inhibitor methotrexate, which is known to bind to several 
different conformations of the enzyme. Conformational mobility is considered 
essential for the catalytic activity of DHFR (23). The structure contains two 
monomers in different conformations, which allowed the comparison between 
hydrogen-deuterium exchange and hence dynamics in these two conformations. The 
N1 of methotrexate was shown to be protonated and the neighbouring aspartate 
(D27) to be unprotonated. This confirmed the ionic nature of the interaction as 
suggested by previous biochemical results (162). Previous theoretical calculations 
(21) on the other hand had suggested a neutral dipole-dipole interaction instead of 
an ionic interaction – a good reminder that theoretical calculations have their 
limitations. 
HIV-1 protease is an aspartyl protease that is essential for the replication of the 
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), because it cleaves the viral polyprotein to 
functional proteins. Inhibitors of this enzyme are effective drugs against HIV. Two 
aspartates, D25 and D125, one of which is protonated, activate the nucleophilic 
water. The neutron structure with the transition state analogue KNI-272 (163) 
showed that D25 is protonated and the gem-diol oxygen of the inhibitor donates a 
hydrogen bond to D125. This confirms some earlier postulations (164, 165) but 
contradicts computational studies, (166) which suggested that a proton is shared 
between the carboxylates. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 ACTIVE SITE MUTATIONS OF YEAST PPASE 
S. cerevisiae PPase is a well known enzyme, as discussed in section 1.2. A 
number of conservative active site variants have been previously characterised 
(167), but the structural explanations of why they were inactive and what they could 
reveal about the catalytic mechanism could not be deduced without solving the 
structures. Wild type Y-PPase and seven variants were crystallised in the presence 
of Mg2+ in order to explain the effects of the mutations in terms of structure and shed 
more light on the mechanism. 
2.1.1 Crystallisation, data collection and structure solution 
The production and mutagenesis of yeast PPase in E. coli are described in 
Heikinheimo et al. (168). The purification protocol consists of anion exchange with a 
diethyl aminoethyl (DEAE) resin followed by size exclusion chromatography. The 
protocol is very similar to the purification of the perdeuterated Y-PPase described in 
section 2.4.1. In addition to the wild type enzyme, the variants E48D, Y93F, D115E, 
D117E, D120E, D120N and D152E were investigated. Crystallisation, data collection 
and refinement procedures are described in Oksanen et al. (61) but are repeated 
here for convenience. Crystals were grown at 277 K (+4 °C) in 8 µl hanging drops 
with a protein concentration of ~20 mg/ml. The drop solution contained 5 mM MgCl2, 
1 mM KH2PO4, 30 mM 2-morpholinoethane sulphonic acid (MES) buffer at pH 6.0 
and 16-19 % 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD). The drops were equilibrated against a 
well solution with a 2-3 % higher concentration of MPD. The thin, plate-like crystals 
took two to four weeks to grow. For data collection the crystals were cryoprotected in 
32 % MPD, 30 mM MES (pH 6.0), 10 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM KH2PO4 at 277 K before 
plunging into liquid nitrogen. Data for the wild type crystal were collected at the Swiss 
Norwegian beamline BM01 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in 
Grenoble, France, while the data for the variants E48D and D115E were collected at 
a laboratory source with Cu Ka radiation (Rigaku R3HU generator with Osmic optics 
operating at 50 kV voltage and 100 mA current and an R-AXIS IV++ detector). The 
other data (Y93F, D117E, D120E, D120N and D152E) were collected at a laboratory 
source in Tromsø with Cu Ka radiation (Nonius generator operating at 40 kV and 170 
mA and an R-AXIS IV detector). The data quality was good (Table 2) and the data 
were not even collected to the diffraction limit of the crystals. Data were processed 
with the HKL package (169) and Scala (170). The space group of all the crystals was 
P21. The structures were phased by molecular replacement in the program Molrep 
(171) using PDB-ID 1HUK (Swaminathan et al., unpublished) as the model. This 
model was chosen because it was known not to be exactly correct, so the model 
bias could be more easily estimated by inspecting the areas known to be mistraced 
in the model. ARP/wARP (172) was used for automated model completion; 
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refinement (Table 3, Table 4) was performed with Refmac5 (173) and manual model 
building in O (174) and Coot (175). The superpositions were performed with RgbSup 
(Fitzgerald, P.D.M., unpublished program) that performs an iterative alignment of the 
Ca-atoms to be used in the fit. A cut off of 0.2 Å was used. 
Table 2. Data processing statistics for the Y-PPase variants 
 YWT E48D Y93F D115E D117E D120E D120N D152E 
Unit cell 
(Å) 
a=51.92 
b=93.55 
c=69.17 
β=99.66° 
a=51.71 
b=93.20 
c=69.29 
β=99.47° 
a=51.77 
b=93.54 
c=69.44 
β=99.88° 
a=51.58 
b=93.37 
c=69.78 
β=99.86° 
a=51.76 
b=93.23 
c=69.22 
β=99.58° 
a=51.65 
b=93.19 
c=69.38 
β=99.62° 
a=51.65 
b=93.00 
c=69.27 
β=99.33° 
a=51.77 
b=93.22 
c=70.11 
β=100.01° 
Wavelength 
(Å) 0.8727 1.5418 1.5418 1.5418 1.5418 1.5418 1.5418 0.8000 
Resolution  
(Å) a 
100-1.5 
(1.53-
1.50) 
50-1.7 
(1.76-
1.70) 
100-1.7 
(1.74-
1.70) 
50-1.8 
(1.86-
1.80) 
100-1.8 
(1.85-
1.80) 
100-1.8 
(1.85-
1.80) 
100-1.9 
(1.94-
1.90) 
100-1.5 
(1.55- 
1.50) 
Unique 
reflections a 
103964 
(6946) 
68800 
(3877) 
67570 
(4572) 
58354 
(3832) 
59558 
(4078) 
59922 
(4148) 
50505 
(2671) 
102428 
(9238) 
Redundancy 7.4 3.5 4.1 3.2 3.5 4.1 3.5 8.3 
Completeness
(%)a 
99.8 
(100.0) 
96.8 
(84.0) 
94.4 
(94.4) 
96.8 
(93.6) 
99.3 
(98.1) 
99.9 
(99.9) 
99.3 
(96.6) 97.7 (88.6) 
Rsym (%)a,b 4.1 (32.1) 6.7 (25.3) 6.5 (34.6) 6.7 (34.4) 5.6 (32.3) 5.9 (38.8) 9.1 (54.2) 3.5   (15.4) 
I/σ a 21.7 (3.2) 21.8 (4.4) 7.9   (2.2) 18.5 (2.8) 9.8   (2.4) 9.5   (1.9) 7.7   (1.4) 33.2   (6.5) 
a Values for the highest resolution shell are given in parentheses. 
b Rsym = Σhkl|I(hkl) - <I(hkl)>|/ΣhklI(hkl) where <I(hkl)> is the mean of the symmetry equivalent reflections 
of I(hkl). 
Table 3. Refinement statistics for the Y-PPase variants 
 YWT E48D Y93F D115E D117E D120E D120N 
Dmin (Å) 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9 
Total unique 
reflections/test 
set 
103685/ 
5172 
68738/ 
3472 
67533/ 
3417 
58286/ 
2933 
59484/ 
3002 
59834/ 
3024 
46553/ 
2370 
Rwork/Rfreea,b 
0.162/ 
0.180 
(0.175/ 
0.208) 
0.159/ 
0.199 
(0.247/ 
0.318) 
0.167/ 
0.190 
(0.310/ 
0.356) 
0.175/ 
0.217 
(0.293/ 
0.304) 
0.162/ 
0.190 
(0.233/ 
0.279) 
0.167/ 
0.203 
(0.229/ 
0.265) 
0.154/ 
0.210 
(0.252/ 
0.294) 
Bond r.m.s.d. 
from ideality 
(Å) 
0.011 0.015 0.013 0.016 0.013 0.015 0.015 
Angle r.m.s.d. 
from ideality (°) 1.445 1.531 1.536 1.565 1.410 1.470 1.503 
Waters 670 782 505 657 437 520 736 
Ramachandran 
plot, most 
favoured 
89.9 % 
(435) 
89.6 % 
(429) 
90.0 % 
(433) 
89.0 % 
(431) 
90.1 % 
(435) 
90.5 % 
(430) 
89.5 % 
(434) 
a Values for the highest resolution shell are given in parentheses. 
b Rwork = Σhkl(|Fo(hkl)| - |Fc(hkl)|)/Σhkl|Fo(hkl)| for F(hkl) not belonging to the test set (5%); 
Rfree = Σhkl(|Fo(hkl)| - |Fc(hkl)|)/Σhkl|Fo(hkl)| for F(hkl) in the test set (5%) 
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Table 4. Average temperature factors (B-factors) in Å2. 
 YWT E48D Y93F D115E D117E D120E D120N D152E 
main chain 15.3 16.9 24.1 20.6 25.0 24.8 27.3 15.0 
side chain 16.6 18.5 26.0 21.7 26.7 26.3 28.3 17.5 
all protein 15.9 17.7 25.0 21.2 25.8 25.5 27.8 16.2 
Mg 21.1 18.5 22.5 30.6 24.5 42.2* 28.0 19.0 
Waters 26.6 28.5 32.4 31.9 31.1 32.7 38.5 27.4 
All atoms 17.4 19.3 25.8 22.6 26.3 26.3 29.3 17.9 
*Likely two conformations 
2.1.2 Animations 
The amount of structural information available on Y-PPase alone is such that 
its mechanistic interpretation is not evident. As discussed in sections 1.2.1 and 3.1 
all of the intermediates in Scheme can now be correlated to a structure. The most 
intuitive way of visualising this information is an animation. As described in the 
previous section, a reaction cycle involves seven distinct intermediates. All the 
structures were superimposed on the model for intermediate A (2IHP MolA) using 
only the Cα-atoms of one monomer. A crucial requirement for the animation to make 
sense is that the error from the superposition be smaller than the movements that 
take place during the reaction.  
The simplest way to generate an animation would be to just use these seven 
structures as frames, but in practice this is rather jerky. Therefore some kind of 
interpolation between the intermediates helps the visualisation, even if it is not the 
true trajectory of the reaction. This is called morphing. It has to be kept in mind that 
we have no direct information about these trajectories, only the static frames. A 
chemically sensible way of interpolating protein motions would be to assume that the 
movement is essentially that of bond torsions and interpolate in torsion angle space. 
For PPase, however, some of the most interesting motions involve metal ions, the 
water molecules bound to them, and the pyrophosphate that is converted to two 
phosphates. When covalent bonds are broken and formed, the torsion angle 
coordinate system becomes impractical. 
Another possibility would be to estimate the trajectory by performing a 
molecular mechanics minimisation at points along the linear interpolation path. This 
approach was not used, since the available force fields do not accurately represent 
the metals and phosphates in the Y-PPase active site.  
I therefore used the simplest approach: linear interpolation. While this almost 
certainly does not accurately represent the trajectory as the bond lengths and angles 
are distorted throughout the molecule, it is useful as long as the changes between 
the intermediates are not too drastic.  
Some of the models contained Mn2+ and some Mg2+, some were variants and 
the numbering of waters and metal ions was not consistent between the different 
structures. Also the naming of equivalent atoms, for instance the choice of Oδ1 and 
Oδ2 in Asp is completely arbitrary. This causes a rotation of the carboxylate if the 
choice differs between two structures being interpolated. I therefore modified the 
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superposed structures to have the same nomenclature for the atoms in and around 
the active site. The starting position of the PPi with M3-4 was 50 Å outside the active 
site. In the ʻ resting enzymeʼ structure in the absence of substrate or product 
(intermediate A) the positively charged side chains are in somewhat different 
conformations, compared to structures containing at least P1. To reflect the notion 
that PPi must first bind before the side chains of the active site can close on it, the 
incoming PPi molecule was morphed to bind to intermediate A. This unphysical 
structure was then morphed to intermediate B without further movement of the 
pyrophosphate. 
  The linear interpolation was performed in LSQMAN (176) with 30 steps per 
morph. For the chemical step the atom names for the pyrophosphate and the 
nucleophile were changed at step 15 to those of two phosphates. The resulting 240 
coordinate files (in pdb format) were then loaded as frames into PyMol (DeLano 
Scientific LLC, Palo Alto, CA, USA), in which the actual animation clips were 
generated. The clips were combined and effects were added in iMovie (Apple 
Computer Inc., Cupertino, CA, USA).   
 
2.2 SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERISATION OF ʻCAGEDʼ PPI 
As a first step towards time-resolved structural studies a ʻcaged pyrophosphateʼ 
was synthesised (Figure 2.1). Its photolysis kinetics were investigated to verify that it 
could be used for triggering purposes. Also its binding to Y-PPase was assayed by 
inhibition measurements. 
2.2.1 Synthesis 
NMR spectra were recorded with Varian Unity Inove 500 MHz and Varian 
Mercury+ 300 MHz instruments. The UV-spectra were recorded with a Cary 5E UV-
VIS-NIR spectrophotometer. The mass spectra were recorded with an Applied 
Biosystems Mariner 5114 ESI-TOF. A Waters 501 pump system combined with a 
Waters 990 UV-detector was used for analytical HPLC, whereas for preparative 
HPLC a combination of an ISCO 2350 pump and Shimadzu SPD-6A UV-detector 
was used. 
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Figure 2.1 Synthesis scheme 
2.2.1.1 Hydrazone of 2-nitroacetophenone 
The hydrazone (II, Figure 2.1) was prepared as described by Walker et al. 
(86). 8.26 g of 2-nitroacetophenone was dissolved in 100 ml of 99% ethanol. 5.62 g 
of hydrazine hydrate was added, followed by 3.2 ml of glacial acetic acid. The 
reaction mixture was refluxed for 3 h, after which the solvent was removed by rotary 
evaporation. The residue was dissolved in 100 ml 1:1 chloroform-water. The 
aqueous phase was back-extracted with 20 ml of CHCl3 and the combined organic 
phases washed with 50 ml of water. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. 
The yield was 52 %. The 1H-NMR spectrum measured in CDCl3 was consistent with 
that reported by Walker et al. (86). The product was used without further purification. 
2.2.1.2 1-(2-nitrophenyl)-diazoethane 
The oxidation of the hydrazone was carried out following Walker et al. (86). 
2.14 g of the hydrazone was dissolved in 100 ml of chloroform. The following steps 
were carried out in a dark room illuminated only by red light. 8.55 g of activated 
grade MnO2 was added to the solution and the mixture stirred for 5 min. The MnO2 
was removed by filtration and the product (III, Figure 2.1) used immediately and 
without further purification. The mass spectrum had a peak at m/z 177 and the 1H-
NMR spectrum at δ 2.10 as reported by Walker et al. (86). 
2.2.1.3 1-(2-nitrophenyl)-ethyl pyrophosphate 
 A 150 mM solution of Na4P2O7 was adjusted to pH 4.0 with HCl. 100 ml of the 
PPi solution was added to the diazoethane (III, Figure 2.1) solution from the previous 
step and stirred vigourously in the dark for 24 h. After the reaction the aqueous 
phase was separated and washed twice with CHCl3. The product (IV, Figure 2.1) 
was purified by preparative HPLC on a C18 reversed-phase column. The eluent was 
1:1 water-methanol. The retention time was established with UV detection at 280 nm 
and the detector was then turned off to avoid photolysis during the purification. The 
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solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. The overall yield of the purified product 
starting from I was 43 %. 
2.2.1.4 Verification of the product 
A mass spectrum was recorded using electrospray ionisation and time-of-
flight mass filter (Applied Biosystems Mariner). A peak at m/z 328 was observed, 
and the fragmentation was consistent with the expected structure. The 1H-NMR 
spectrum was also consistent with the expected structure. Further evidence of a 
pyrophosphoric acid ester was obtained by a 31P decoupling experiment, upon which 
the fine structure of the benzylic proton changed from a quartet of doublets 
(appearing as a quintet due to the small coupling constant to the phosphosrus) to a 
pure quartet. The UV-VIS spectrum contained a broad absorption band in the UV 
with a maximum at 266 nm, as was expected for nitrophenyl ester chromophores. 
2.2.2 Photolysis 
1-(2-nitrophenyl)-ethyl pyrophosphate was photolysed in a 10 mm x 10 mm 
quartz cuvette using the fourth harmonic wavelength of an Nd-YAG laser (Continuum 
Powerlite 9010) at 266 nm. This was convenient, as it coincides with the absorption 
maximum of the compound.  
The initial experiments were monitored with an Ocean Optics SD2000 fiber 
optics spectrometer and Top Sensor Systems DH-2000 broadband light source. In 
the actual data collection two Thorlabs DET2-Si high-speed silicon detectors were 
used for triggering and measurement. An optical filter was used for wavelength 
selection between 300 nm and 400 nm, and the data were stored on a Tektronics 
TDS520B fast storage oscilloscope. The sample concentrations used were 0.5 mM, 
1 mM and 2 mM. The photolysis was performed at three different pH values: 7.1, 8.0 
and 9.1. The solutions were buffered with 10 mM Tris-HCl, adjusted to the desired 
pH with NaOH. Initial photolysis experiments monitored with a CCD-based UV 
spectrometer established that the process was too fast for that instrument 
(accumulation + readout ~50 ms) and that a transient absorption with a maximum at 
350 nm occurs during the process. This was presumed to correspond to the aci-nitro 
intermediate. The decay of this absorption was then followed with a photodiode and 
a fast storage oscilloscope. An optical filter was used to select the appropriate 
wavelength range. The data collection was synchronised to the laser pulse with a 
second photodiode. 
 The data were converted to absorbance units and plotted as ln(A/A0) versus 
time. The value of A0 was chosen so that the intercept was zero. This plot yields a 
pseudo first-order rate constant. The data were fitted to the equation A/A0 = ae-kt+ b, 
where a and b are constants. 
2.2.3 Inhibition measurements 
In order to determine the usefulness of the synthesised compound in 
triggering a reaction in PPase crystals, the first step was to measure the inhibition 
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constant (Ki) values. Assays of PPase activity are based on the colorimetric 
detection of the released phosphate as a phosphomolybdate complex that absorbs 
visible light (177). The most common one involves detection at 400 nm, but since the 
caged PPi absorbs significantly at this wavelength, this detection method was ruled 
out. An automatic phosphate analyser (178) based on an assay that uses similar 
chemistry but detection at 660 nm was therefore used. The rate of phosphate 
formation in the presence and absence of caged PPi was measured both for Y-
PPase (concentration 0.025 mg/ml) and for membrane bound PPase from 
Thermotoga maritima (TmPPase, concentration 18.8 mg/ml). The measurements 
were carried out at 303 K in a buffer containing 100 mM 3-(N-
morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) at pH 7.2, 10 mM NaCl and 40 µM 
ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA). 
2.3 BACILLUS SUBTILIS PPASE 
To investigate the transition state in family II PPases, Bacillus subtilis PPase 
(BsPPase) was crystallised in the presence of the inhibitors imidodiphosphate (PNP) 
and fluoride. The identities of the metal cofactors and their occupancies were 
determined by anomalous scattering. 
2.3.1 Fluoride inhibition and non-hydrolysable analogue 
A substrate or substrate analogue containing structure of a Family II PPase 
has been elusive. PPases are very specific to pyrophosphate as a substrate, so 
carbon-containing pyrophosphate analogues like methylene bisphosphonate (Figure 
2.2) or hydroxymethylene bisphosphonate do not bind sufficiently tightly for 
crystallographic studies (Fabrichniy I., personal communication).  
 
Figure 2.2 Inhibitors of PPase A) methylene bisphosphonate (MBP) B) hydroxymethylene 
bisphosphonate (HMBP) C) imidodiphosphate (PNP). 
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Imidodiphosphate (PNP, Figure 2.2) on the other hand is hydrolysed by both 
Family I (Oksanen, E. unpublished) and II PPases (Fabrichniy I., personal 
communication), albeit slowly. As discussed in section 1.2, fluoride is an inhibitor of 
soluble PPases. It displaces the nucleophilic water and thus prevents reaction. In 
order to prevent reaction BsPPase was crystallised in the presence of both PNP and 
NaF. The proteins were expressed, purified and treated to remove any bound metal 
ions as described in Halonen et al. (179) To minimise the hydrolysis of PNP by the 
wild type enzyme, the fluoride-PNP complex was prepared by first adding 5 mM 
MgCl2 and 10 mM NaF, followed by 1 mM PNP after a 10 min incubation. The 
crystals were grown at 277 K from 0.1 M  potassium 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-
piperazineethanesulfonate (HEPES) buffer at pH 7.5 and 2.3-2.5 M (NH4)2SO4. The 
(NH4)2SO4 was ultra-pure (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) to avoid contamination by transition 
metals. The same crystallisation conditions were used for the H98Q variant (75).  
Table 5. Data processing and refinement statistics for the BsPPase-F-PNP complex and the 
H98Q variant. 
 WT-Bs-PPase H98Q-Bs-PPase 
Data collection   
Space group P212121 P212121 
Cell dimensions     
    a, b, c (Å) 60.01, 115.9, 147.9 59.91, 115.2, 148.1 
Resolution (Å) a 50-1.75 (1.80-1.75) 50-2.15 (2.19-2.15) 
Rsyma, b 0.052 (0.452) 0.086 (0.399) 
I / σIa 14.9 (2.8) 15.0 (3.3) 
Completeness (%)a 99.9 (100) 98.9 (97.9) 
Redundancya 4.2 (3.2) 3.7 (3.4) 
   
Refinement   
Resolution (Å) 20 - 1.75 30 - 2.15 
No. reflections 99323 50598 
Rwork / Rfree c 0.166/0.186 0.169/0.205 
No. atoms   
    Protein 4940 4771 
    Ligand/ion 109 74 
    Water 436 486 
B-factors (Å2)   
    Protein 44.4 33.5 
    Ligand/ion 53.9 44.7 
    Water 47.6 35.4 
R.m.s deviations   
    Bond lengths (Å) 0.016 0.015 
    Bond angles (°) 1.52 1.47 
aHighest resolution shell is shown in parentheses. 
b Rsym = Σhkl|I(hkl) - <I(hkl)>|/ΣhklI(hkl) where <I(hkl)> is the mean of the symmetry equivalent reflections 
of I(hkl). 
c Rwork = Σhkl(|Fo(hkl)| - |Fc(hkl)|)/Σhkl|Fo(hkl)| for F(hkl) not belonging to the test set (5%); 
Rfree = Σhkl(|Fo(hkl)| - |Fc(hkl)|)/Σhkl|Fo(hkl)| for F(hkl) in the test set (5%)  
Data for structure refinement were collected at the European Synchrotron 
Radiation Facility (ESRF) beamline ID14-1 (λ=0.934 Å) for the wild type and at a 
laboratory source with Cu Kα radiation, λ=1.54 Å (Rigaku R3HU generator with 
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Osmic optics operating at 50 kV voltage and 100 mA current and an R-AXIS IV++ 
detector) for the H08Q variant. Data were processed with the HKL (169) and XDS 
(180) packages and refined with CNS (151) and Refmac5 (173). 
2.3.2 Identification of metals by anomalous scattering 
The metal binding to Family II PPases is in the nanomolar range (179) and 
metal ions therefore are difficult to exchange; even small impurities in the reagents 
used may result in mixed metallation states (74, 75). The metal activation is rather 
complex (section 1.2.2) and the metal content has subtle effects on the mechanism 
as discussed in section 4.2, so it is important to verify the identity of the metal 
cofactors actually present.  
Table 6. Data collection and processing statistics for the data sets at Fe and Mn absorption 
edges and the heights of the anomalous Fourier map peaks in multiples of the standard 
deviation σ . 
 
 
H98Q-Bs-PPase 
above iron K-
edge 
H98Q-Bs-PPase 
below iron K-edge 
H98Q-Bs-PPase 
above 
manganese K-
edge 
H98Q-Bs-PPase 
below manganese 
K-edge 
Wavelength (Å) 1.722 1.771 1.881 1.910 
Space group P212121 P212121 P212121 P212121 
With fluoride     
Cell dimensions, 
a, b, c (Å) 59.9, 115.2, 146.8 59.9, 115.3, 146.8 60.1, 116.0, 147.6 60.1, 115.8, 147.5 
Resolution (Å) 2.5 (2.65-2.5) 2.5 (2.65-2.5) 2.5 (2.65-2.5) 2.5 (2.65-2.5) 
Rsyma,b 0.057 (0.164) 0.061 (0.185) 0.103 (0.365) 0.095 (0.313) 
I/σa 14.2 (5.2) 13.4 (4.7) 8.4 (2.6) 8.6 (2.9) 
Completeness 
(%)a 98.6 (97.8) 98.6 (97.7) 95.4 (95.6) 95.7 (97.4) 
Redundancya 2.5 (2.5) 2.5 (2.5) 2.6 (2.4) 2.6 (2.4) 
Peak heights (σ)     
MolA: M1 and M2 23 and 24 8 and 13 8 and 15 3 and 7 
MolB: M1 and M2 24 and 26 8 and 14 - and 11 3 and - 
Without fluoride     
Cell dimensions, 
a, b, c (Å) 59.7, 115.4, 147.0 59.7, 115.3, 147.0 60.1, 115.9, 147.7 60.5, 116.5, 148.5 
Resolution (Å) 2.5 (2.65-2.5) 2.5 (2.65-2.5) 2.7 (2.86-2.70) 2.7 (2.87-2.70) 
Rsyma,b 0.072 (0.267) 0.080 (0.331) 0.131 (.482) 0.183 (0.735) 
I/σa 11.1 (3.2) 10.3 (2.6) 8.1 (2.3) 6.7 (1.4) 
Completeness 
(%)a 99.5 (98.6) 99.5 (98.2) 96.3 (98.9) 96.6 (97.8) 
Redundancya 2.5 (2.5) 2.5 (2.5) 2.6 (2.4) 2.5 (2.4) 
Peak heights (σ)     
MolA: M1 and M2 25 and 21 7 and 12 4 and 8 4 and 3 
MolB: M1 and M2 26 and 24 10 and 13 5 and 9 - and - 
aHighest resolution shell is shown in parenthesis. 
b Rsym = Σhkl|I(hkl) - <I(hkl)>|/ΣhklI(hkl) where <I(hkl)> is the mean of the symmetry equivalent reflections 
of I(hkl) 
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It cannot be assumed that the metal ions present originate solely from the 
crystallisation reagents. Even determining the metal content of the crystals by e.g. 
atomic absorbance spectroscopy is not sufficient if multiple metal sites with different 
catalytic roles are present, as in BsPPase (74, 76). The least ambiguous method for 
determining the identity of individual metal ions in a crystal structure is anomalous 
scattering (181). This method is applicable to most transition metals, which have 
absorption edges at energies accessible at synchrotron beamlines (~6-15 keV) 
adapted for protein crystallography, but not to lighter elements like Mg whose 
absorption edge is at 1.3 keV. 
To identify the metals present in the crystals, fluorescence scans at the 
absorption edges of zinc, cobalt, iron and manganese were performed. This 
suggested the presence of iron and manganese in the crystal, so data sets above 
and below the relevant peak energies of 7.200 keV and 6.591 were collected. 
Anomalous difference Fourier maps were then calculated for each data set and the 
height difference of the peaks above and below the absorption edge were used to 
estimate the occupancy of the metal in question. 
2.4 PERDEUTERATED YEAST PPASE 
Even though yeast PPase is well studied (see in section 1.2), the proton 
positions are unknown and the most suitable method to determine them is neutron 
crystallography. Without perdeuteration (section 1.5.2) even large crystals diffracted 
neutrons only to ~6 Å resolution (139). Perdeuteration was therefore absolutely 
necessary. The production of perdeuterated yeast PPase as described by Tuominen 
et al. (139) was not reliable, so I had to modify the procedure. 
2.4.1 Production, purification and metal exchange 
The original pYWT plasmid used by Heikinheimo et al. (168) for Y-PPase 
expression contains ampicillin resistance, which is not ideal for expression in D2O. 
The β-lactamase that confers the resistance is secreted to the medium and destroys 
the antibiotic and hence the selection in less than a day (182). Therefore the 
ampicillin resistance gene in the plasmid (168) was changed to a kanamycin 
resistance gene using a cassette exchange method. The plasmid was purified with 
the MiniPrep kit (Qiagen Inc.) and transformed into chemically competent E. coli cells 
of the BLR strain. The transformed bacteria were plated on an agar plate with Luria-
Bertrani (LB) broth and 100 mg/l of kanamycin. The plates were incubated overnight 
at 310 K. One of the transformant colonies was inoculated into 10 ml of LB medium 
containing 50 mg/l kanamycin in a 100 ml Erlenmeyer flask. After 2-3 hours of 
growth in a shaker at 310 K, 2 ml of the culture was used to inoculate 250 ml of 
defined medium in D2O (6.86 g/l (NH4)2SO4, 0.49 g/l ammonium citrate, 1.56 g/l 
KH2PO4,  1 mM MgSO4, 6.48 g/l Na2HPO4)  with 5 g/l of perdeuterarated glucose 
(Eurisotop) as a carbon source. The medium was supplemented with a mixture of 
trace elements and thiamine and adjusted to pD 7 with NaOD. 
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The culture was incubated at 310 K in a shaker until the optical density at 600 
nm reached a plateau, which took 2-4 days. Even though the expression of Y-PPase 
by the pYWT-plasmid is in principle under the control of the tac-promoter, the 
construct is very ʻ leakyʼ. Induction of expression by isopropyl-β-D-
thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) thus had little effect on the expression levels. As IPTG 
is slightly toxic to the bacteria, the cultures were not induced at all.  
The cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6000 g and washed with a small 
quantity of the lysis buffer containing 25 mM tris-hydroxymethylaminomethane 
hydrochloride (Tris-HCl) at pH 8.4 and 15 mM MgCl2. The cells were broken with a 
cell distruptor (Continuous Systems Inc.) and DNAse was added to reduce the 
viscosity of the lysate. The cell debris was removed by centrifugation for 45 min at 
18000 g. 
The supernatant was loaded onto a DEAE sepharose ion exchange column 
and eluted with the same buffer as above. Y-PPase is not permanently bound to the 
column material in these conditions, but is retained by the resin to some extent. It 
therefore elutes (Figure 2.3) after the flowthrough that contains DNA and other 
anionic components without the use of a salt gradient that is often used in ion 
exchange chromatography.  
 
Figure 2.3. A typical chromatogram of the ion-exchange step. 
The fractions containing Y-PPase were identified by sodium dodecyl sulphate 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), combined and concentrated with 
centrifugal concetrators (Amicon Centriprep, molecular weight cutoff 10 kDa). The 
concentrate was loaded to a gel filtration column and eluted with a buffer containing 
150 mM TrisHCl (pH 7.2), 15 mM MgCl2 and 100 mM NaCl. Y-PPase elutes in two 
peaks, monomer and dimer, the ratio of which depends on the protein concentration 
in the loaded sample. As above, the fractions containing PPase were identified by 
SDS-PAGE, combined and concentrated with centrifugal concentrators. 
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Figure 2.4. A typical chromatogram of the gel filtration step. 
The metal ion present up to this point in the purification has been Mg2+, 
instead of Mn2+ that is used for the crystallisation. The metal affinities are so high 
that in practice the exchange of the tightly bound metal ions M1-2 is slow even at 
large excesses (Heikinheimo, P. personal communication). Incomplete metal 
exchange can lead to serious problems in crystallisation, so the purified Y-PPase 
was diluted with a ten-fold excess of metal exchange buffer (60 mM MES at pH 6.0, 
5 mM MnCl2 and 0.1 mM ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid (EDTA)) and incubated 
overnight at 277 K. To complete the metal exchange and to exchange the protein 
into a deuterated buffer for crystallisation, the sample in the metal exchange buffer 
was reconcentrated to a tenth of the volume and diluted tenfold with the 
crystallisation buffer, containing 60 mM MES at pD 6.0 and 2 mM MnCl2 in D2O. This 
procedure was repeated three times. The level of perdeuteration was verified by 
electrospray mass spectrometry to be 100 %. 
2.4.2 Optimisation of crystallisation 
A crystal is the thermodynamically most stable solid-state form of a 
substance. For proteins, however, the potential energy difference between the 
crystalline form and an amorphous precipitate is very small and the precipitation is 
often irreversible. This means that protein crystals have to be grown by decreasing 
the solubility very slowly to be as close as possible to an equilibrium process. The 
most usual way of achieving this is vapour diffusion where both the protein and 
precipitant concentrations increase as water is evaporating from the crystallisation 
drop. The crystallisation conditions of Y-PPase are slightly different in the sense that 
the precipitant is MPD, which has a higher vapour pressure than water and is 
therefore the first species to equilibrate through the vapour phase. Hence the protein 
in the drop is actually diluted as the MPD concentration increases.  
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Figure 2.5. The equilibrium between Y-PPase crystal forms 
The crystal form of Y-PPase in the presence of Mn2+ depends on the contents 
of the active site (Figure 2.5). The orthorhombic form that diffracts to highest 
resolution has all four metals and two phosphates bound to the active site. A 
monoclinic form similar to the Mg2+ containing crystals described in section 2.1.1 
grows when insufficient MnHPO4 is available. Indeed the limiting factor for the growth 
of the orthorhombic form is the availability of manganese phosphate (Figure 2.5). 
Growing the very large crystals (~1mm3) required for neutron diffraction in hanging 
drops required repeated macroseeding into relatively large drop volumes (30 µl) and 
obtaining the desired crystal form was never very reproducible (Tuominen, V., 
personal communication). Hence this method was not very economical in terms of 
protein usage. In a batch setup the volumes are larger, but this also means that the 
availability of MnHPO4 is higher and therefore the orthorhombic form is almost 
exclusively nucleated at 277 K. The condition used throughout in the batch 
crystallisation was 30 mM MES at pD 6.0, 1 mM MnCl2, 0.5 mM NaH2PO4 and 15 % 
(v/v) perdeuterated MPD. The batch volume was 400 µl. Initially the protein was 
used at concentrations around 20 mg/ml, where spontaneous nucleation occurred. 
After the crystallisation batch had reached equilibrium the protein concentration was 
measured by absorbance at 280 nm to be 14 mg/ml. These spontaneously nucleated 
crystals were macroseeded to a new batch with a protein concentration of 15 mg/ml. 
The crystals grow very slowly and it takes several months for them to reach 
equilibrium. 
The orthorhombic crystals are very sensitive to temperature and start to crack 
at ~283 K (10 °C). This rules out neutron data collection at ambient temperature. 
Cryo-cooling of the crystals was attempted in order to collect data with the cryostat 
setup at the LADI-III instrument (135) at ILL. Y-PPase crystals of moderate size can 
be successfully cryoprotected in 30-35 % (v/v) MPD in addition to the mother liquor 
components. In the absence of protein it was determined that 32 % (v/v) d-MPD was 
required to avoid ice rings. The crystals are not, however, indefinitely stable in such 
a cryoprotectant solution. Upon slowly increasing the MDP concentration in a batch 
containing hydrogenated Y-PPase crystals the crystals started to crack at 20% (v/v). 
Another effect of increasing the MPD concentration is that the monoclinic crystal 
form starts to nucleate, so it was not possible to grow the crystals originally in higher 
MPD. Therefore the procedure for cryocooling large crystals of PPase is essentially 
based on the crystals spending only a sufficiently time in the cryoprotectant solution, 
in which they gradually degrade. This proved to be a major drawback, especially as 
the cryostat setup on the LADI-III instrument required a special copper goniometer 
n n
n
n n
P2 crystal form1 P2 2 2 crystal form1 1 1
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head (see section 3.4) that did not allow the cryocooled crystals to be mounted on a 
laboratory X-ray source to verify the success of cooling. 
The neutron data were collected at 277 K with the LADI-III (135), with the 
cooling device described in more detail in section section 3.4. The data were indexed 
and integrated with Lauegen (183), the wavelength scaling was performed in 
LSCALE (184) and scaling and merging in Scala (170). 
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3. RESULTS 
3.1 Y-PPASE VARIANTS 
I will first describe the overall structures of the wild type (wt) and the variants 
(E48D, Y93F, D115E, D117E, D120E, D120N and D152E) and compare them to the 
previous structures of Y-PPase. Based on the contents of the active site (61), each 
variant can be classified as a structural mimic of an intermediate along the catalytic 
path (Figure 1.11). 
3.1.1 Overall structures of the variants 
The asymmetric unit in the monoclinic crystal form contains a PPase dimer, 
but the two molecules are not quite identical. The crystal contacts that the two 
molecules are involved in are somewhat different; as a result one of the molecules 
(MolA) is free to adopt any conformation, whereas the second molecule (MolB) is 
forced into a closed conformation. In the orthorhombic crystal form of the earlier 
structures, on the other hand, both molecules are in the closed conformation and the 
active sites are very similar. This is also reflected in the main chain r.m.s.d (Table 7); 
the conformation of MolA is clearly closer to the open ʻ resting enzymeʼ structure 
(1WGI (57)). MolB is even more similar to the closed substrate (1E6A (56)) or 
product bound state (1E9G (56)). The iterative fitting in RgbSup (Fitzgerald, P.D.M., 
unpublished program) also showed that MolB has a larger region than MolA that 
superposes well with these closed structures, indicating that the open-closed 
transition involves some 100 residues (Table 7). 
Table 7. Main chain superpositions of wild type (PDB-ID 2IHP) on previous PPase structures. 
1WGI is the ʻresting enzymeʼ structure (57), 1E6A is the substrate complex (56) and 1E9G is 
the high resolution product complex (56) 
Stationary 
molecule WT A WT A WT B WT B WT A WT A WT B WT B WT A WT A WT B WT B 
Moving 
molecule 
1WGI  
A 
1WGI 
B 
1WGI  
A 
1WGI 
B 
1E6A  
A 
1E6A  
B 
1E6A  
A 
1E6A  
B 
1E9G  
A 
1E9G  
B 
1E9G  
A 
1E9G  
B 
RMS 
deviation (Å) 
for all atoms 
0.52 0.61 0.49 0.63 0.96 0.89 0.33 0.30 0.90 0.79 0.31 0.31 
RMS 
deviation (Å) 
for atoms 
not used in 
fit 
0.93 1.10 0.84 1.11 1.4 1.32 0.83 0.93 1.34 1.16 0.81 0.88 
Number of 
Cα atoms 
used in fit 
207 200 201 193 153 158 248 259 158 157 251 253 
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MolA is in an open conformation in most of the variant structures and MolB in 
a closed one for all. The main criterion for classifying the conformation as open or 
closed is the number of water molecules between M1 and M2, even though this 
correlates well with the main chain changes seen between the conformations (Table 
8), namely the movement of the helix 180-195 and the ordering of the loop 105-114. 
The exceptions to this were the D120E/N and D152E variants, where the two 
molecules were more similar and the conformation could not be so clearly classified 
as “open” or “closed”. 
Table 8. Main chain superpositions of molecule A on B of the Y-PPase variants 
Stationary molecule WT B E48D B Y93F B D115E B D117E B D120E B D120N B D152E B 
Moving molecule WT A E48D A Y93F A D115E A D117E A D120E A D120N A D152E A 
RMS deviation for 
all atoms 0.76 0.67 0.80 0.66 0.63 0.56 0.34 0.34 
RMS deviation for 
atoms not used in 
fit 
0.92 0.81 0.96 0.93 0.82 0.71 0.54 0.54 
Number of Ca 
atoms used in fit 88 85 84 140 111 104 170 174 
3.1.2 Assigning the mutants to reaction intermediates 
The six-state catalytic cycle of Y-PPase (Figure 1.11) inferred from the kinetic 
data does not describe the events after the chemical step, which must include 
product release, the regeneration of the nucleophile and the regeneration of the two-
water bridge between M1 and M2. A revised reaction scheme (Figure 3.1) based on 
the structures presented here accounts for all of these. Based on the contents of the 
active site, the structures can be assigned as mimics of a particular intermediate 
(Table 9). 
 
Figure 3.1. The revised catalytic cycle of Y-PPase based on the structures presented here. 
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Table 9. Active site contents of Y-PPase and possible role in the reaction scheme in. 
Variant (PDB code) Active site 
content (MolA) 
Intermediate in 
Figure 3.1 
Active site 
content (MolB) 
Intermediate in 
Figure 3.1 
wt (2IHP) M1, M2, Pexit A M1, M2, M3, P1 F 
E48D (2IK0) M1, M3, P1 Fʼ M1, M3, P1 F 
Y93F (2IK1) M1, M2 A M1  
D115E (2IK2) M1, M2, M3, M4, 
P1, P2 
Eʼ M1, M2, M3, 
M4, P1, P2 
E 
D117E  (2IK4) M1, M2 A M1, M2, M4, P2 C 
D120E (2IK6) M1, M3, P1  M1, M3∗, P1  
D120N (2IK7) M1, M3, P1  M1, P1  
D152E (2IK9) M2, Pexit  M2, M9  
wt (1WGI)§ M1, M2 A    
wt (1E9G)§ M1, M2, M3, M4, 
P1, P2 
E, D    
wt (1E6A)§ M1, M2, M3, M4, 
F-PPi 
C    
D117E(117E)§ M1, M2, M3, M4, 
P1, P2 
E   
*Likely two conformations 
§ P212121 crystal form has two equivalent active sites featuring the same intermediate of the reaction 
scheme. 
 A structural model for the starting point of the reaction cycle, the empty 
enzyme (A,Figure 1.11) exists both with Mn2+ (1WGI (57)) and Mg2+ (2IHP (61)) in 
the wild type enzyme. The r.m.s.d. for Cαs is 0.5 Å, which probably reflects mostly 
the lower resolution (2.2 Å vs. 1.5 Å) of the earlier Mn2+-containing structure (57). 
MolA of 2IHP was chosen simply because the resolution is better; otherwise the 
models are equivalent. 
 Intermediate B has proven to be the most elusive; it is also unique to 
eukaryotic PPases, which show biphasic fluoride inhibition kinetics (67) The fluoride 
ion first rapidly binds to the open intermediate B replacing one of the waters between 
M1 and M2. The remaining water molecule is then ejected in a slower but essentially 
irreversible step, leading to a fluoride-PPi-complex (see also section 1.2.1). 
Presumably the binding of pyrophosphate or phosphate drives the closing of the 
active site; it is therefore difficult to observe an open conformation with phosphate or 
pyrophosphate bound. Fluoride can only bind effectively in the closed active site 
where it bridges M1 and M2. In the D115E variant all the metal ions and two product 
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phosphates are bound in the active site (Table 9), but MolA is still in the open 
conformation. The reason for this is that E115 binds not only to M1 as in wild type, 
but also to M4. Although the M4 binding in MolA is through a water molecule, the 
increase in phosphate affinity is sufficient to observe both phosphates despite the 
open conformation. The structure is therefore a mimic of the product release 
intermediate Eʼ. Replacing the two phosphates by a pyrophosphate molecule in the 
conformation observed in the substrate complex (1E6A) provides a reasonable 
model of intermediate B. It is noteworthy that no other modelling was performed to fit 
pyrophosphate in the active site. 
The model for intermediate C is the fluoride-inhibited substrate complex. This 
structure was solved in the presence of Mn2+, so the coordination distances of the 
metals are ~0.3 Å longer than with Mg2+, which represents the level of uncertainty in 
the superposition. 
Intermediates D and E, the ʻ immediateʼ and ʻrelaxedʼ product complexes, are 
alternate conformations observed in the same structure (1E9G (56)). In the chemical 
step (C→D) the nucleophilic oxygen (ONu) becomes a phosphate oxygen, but 
remains between M1 and M2. This is presumably not a very stable arrangement, 
since all the other product complex structures contain the ʻ relaxedʼ conformation 
where the nucleophile has been regenerated. It is possible that this alternate 
conformation is indeed present in the other structures as well, but was not observed 
due to the limited resolution. 
Whether the first phosphate is released before the second water between M1 
and M2 is reintroduced is unclear. In principle both pathways are possible and 
structural model exist for both intermediate F in which P2 has left first and 
intermediate Eʼ in which the two-water bridge is regenerated first. The best model for 
the F intermediate is the Mg2+-containing wild-type structure (2IHP), which also 
contains M3. There is a general trend (Table 9) for M3 to be present with P1 and M4 
with P2. Therefore it seems reasonable that M3 is indeed the metal ion associated 
with P1 and M4 with P2. The best model for Eʼ is again MolA from the D115E 
variant. 
For the intermediate Fʼ, where P1 has dissociated and the two-water bridge 
has been regenerated, the best available model is MolA from the variant E48D. Even 
though M2 is not present in the active site, the two waters next to M1 are at well-
conserved positions.  
3.1.3 Structural reaction scheme – heavy atom choreography 
As discussed in section 1.2.1, yeast PPase is a very well characterised enzyme 
with a well-estabilished kinetic mechanism (Figure 3.1). With the native magnesium 
cofactor, the rate-limiting step is chemical catalysis, so the relaxation and product 
release steps do not feature in the kinetic equations. Therefore it is impossible to 
distinguish which product release pathway in Figure 3.1 is followed. It is indeed 
possible that the product release is not ordered, i.e. multiple pathways operate 
simultaneously. 
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The starting point of the catalytic cycle is the open conformation of the active 
site with M1-2 bound. The flexible positively charged side chains in the P1 end of the 
active site (K56, R78 and K193) are relatively mobile. When the substrate binds, 
presumably with M3-4 bound, these side chains close on the substrate, particularly 
around P1. This arrangement is strained and the open-closed conformational 
transition (section 3.1.2) follows rapidly (67). This step generates the activated 
nucleophile in Y-PPase (discussed in detail in section 4.1.1) by ejecting the second 
water molecule between M1 and M2 (Figure 3.2 B→C). It also creates the sites on 
the enzyme where M3 and M4 bind, which is possibly also a driving force for the 
closure. 
 
Figure 3.2. The structural reaction scheme. 
In the actual chemical step the nucleophilic oxygen must attack the electrophilic 
phosphorous and form a covalent bond while the bond to the leaving group is 
broken. This means in practice that either the leaving group as a whole must move 
or it must rotate to allow the former bridging oxygen to move away from the 
electrophile. In the tightly organised active site there is no room for the entire leaving 
group (P1) to move back, so the only option is rotation (Figure 3.2 C→D). As 
essentially each oxygen of pyrophosphate is either hydrogen bonded to a side chain 
or coordinates a metal ion, this is not as simple as it may seem. M3 rotates together 
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with P1, while M4 acts as a pivot. The electrophilic phosphorous of P2 moves little; in 
the immediate product complex only P1 and its associated metal ion M3 have 
moved. But a phosphate oxygen between M1 and M2 is also a strained 
configuration, and can only relax by a rotation of P2 accompanied by the 
replacement of the nucleophilic oxygen (Figure 3.2 D→E). This rotation also includes 
M3, which returns to its prior position. 
Product release can then proceed along multiple paths. Either the electrophilic 
phosphate P2 leaves first (E→F), propelled by the strong electrostatic repulsion, or 
the nucleophilic hydroxide between M1 and M2 recruits another water molecule to 
reform the two-water bridge(E→Eʼ). When P2 leaves, M4 leaves with it. While the 
expulsion of P2 is electrostatically quite favourable since there are two strongly 
charged phosphates next to each other in the active site, the dissociation of P1 is not 
as easy. The active site is, after all, adapted to bind negatively charged phosphates 
and the positively charged side chains (K56, R78 and K198) all bind in P1. 
3.1.4 Understanding the effects of mutations 
Even conservative mutations, such as Asp→Glu can cause an order of 
magnitude reduction in the catalytic efficiency of PPases (Table 10, (167)). The Y-
PPase active site is very delicately ordered to position the substrate and metal ions 
for catalysis. Almost all of the mutations introduced also change the pH optimum by 
several units, underlining the importance of the proper electrostatic environment and 
hydrogen-bonding network. 
 Table 10. Catalytic properties of the Y-PPase variants 
Variant kcat/Km (106 M-1s-1) pKa1 pKa2 kcat (s-1) Km (µM) 
wt 136 ± 14 5.5 ± 0.1 7.7 ± 0.1 197 ± 9 1.45 
E48D 65 ± 6 7.1 ± 0.05 > 10 78 ± 3 1.2 
Y93F 3.7 ± 0.4 7.2 ± 0.05 > 10 15.5 ± 0.4 4 
D115E 39 ± 7 5.9 ± 0.05 7.9 ± 0.1 23 ± 1 0.6 
D117E 35 ± 8 8.9 ± 0.1 > 10 28 ± 1 0.8 
D120E 0.61 ± 0.16 9.2 ± 0.05 > 10 3.0 ± 0.1 5 
D152E 0.11 ± 0.01 8.1 ± 0.05 > 10 1.91 ± 0.05 17 
a Data taken from Pohjanjoki et al. (167) The D120N variant did not show measurable activity 
(185). 
The metal binding affinities of each variant were also measured previously in 
solution and were assumed to correspond to M1 and M2 as in wild type, but this is 
not necessarily the case for all the variants. These affinities can now be assigned to 
individual sites based on the contents of the active site (Table 11) as discussed 
below (section 3.1.4) for each variant. 
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Table 11 Metal binding affinities of Y-PPase variants 
Variant KM1 µMa likely M KM2 µMa likely M 
wt 0.7 ± 0.1  34 ± 6  
E48D 0.7 ± 0.1 M1 5000 ± 1000 M3 
Y93F 0.7 ± 0.1 M1 60 ± 10 M2 
D115E 0.8 ± 0.1 M1 400 ± 100 M2 
D117E 1.4 ± 0.1 M1 170 ± 50 M2 
D120E 24 ± 2 M1 2800 ± 700 M3 
D120N 11 ± 1 M1 1400 ± 200 M3 
D152E 2.8 ± 0.2 M2 1700 ± 500 M9 b 
a Data taken from Pohjanjoki et al. (167). 
b In the D152E structure an additional metal ion is bound outside the active site 
In terms of main chain conformation the variant structures (61) are very similar 
to the wild type, even though the variation in the more flexible MolA (Table 12) is 
larger than in MolB (Table 13). There is no indication that the mutations cause any 
large-scale structural perturbation, so their sometimes rather drastic effects on the 
catalysis (Table 10) must be due to changes in the active site only. The somewhat 
surprising structural consequences of each individual mutation in the active site are 
discussed below. 
Table 12 Main chain superpositions of molecule A of the mutants on wild type 
Stationary molecule WT A WT A WT A WT A WT A WT A WT A 
Moving molecule E48D A Y93F A D115E A D117E A D120E A D120N A D152E A 
RMS deviation for all 
atoms 0.28 0.16 0.44 0.28 0.40 0.78 0.62 
RMS deviation for 
atoms not used in fit 0.63 0.46 0.75 0.64 0.67 0.96 0.85 
Number of Cα atoms 
used in fit 222 247 185 226 179 92 133 
Table 13 Main chain superpositions of molecule B of the mutants on wild type 
Stationary molecule WT B WT B WT B WT B WT B WT B WT B 
Moving molecule E48D B Y93F B D115E B D117E B D120E B D120N B D152E B 
RMS deviation for all 
atoms 0.16 0.10 0.18 0.13 0.16 0.18 0.41 
RMS deviation for 
atoms not used in fit 0.51 0.29 0.34 0.44 0.45 0.43 0.60 
Number of Cα atoms 
used in fit 257 263 218 257 249 241 152 
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3.1.4.1 E48D 
The role of E48 in the wild type active site does not at first sight seem very 
central. It forms a hydrogen bond to one of the coordinating waters of M2. The 
kinetic studies (167), however, showed that E48 is indeed an important constituent of 
the catalytic machinery, since the Km changes by a factor of two (Table 10) and the 
pH optimum shifts. The metal binding constants determined by equilibrium dialysis 
are also altered (Table 11); the second binding constant decreases 150-fold. The 
variant structure (61) contains only M1 and M3, meaning that the second metal 
binding constant describes M3, not M2 binding. 
 
Figure 3.3. The reorganisation of the hydrogen-bonding network in the active site of the E48D  
variant destroys the biding site of M2. MolA is shown in blue, MolB in red and wild type in 
grey.  
So why is E48 so important in forming the M2 site even if it does not participate 
directly in the metal binding? The answer is probably the conservation of the 
hydrogen bonding pattern and the comparative rigidity of the active site. The water 
molecule hydrogen-bonded to E48 is still present in the variant, but it is simply too far 
away to coordinate M2. As there is no room to accommodate a second water and 
M2, only the second water is present, replacing M2. This shows how delicately 
ordered the active site is and how important is the correct hydrogen-bonding 
network. 
3.1.4.2 Y93F 
Y93 hydrogen bonds to an oxygen of the electrophilic phosphate P2 with a 
relatively short (2.5 Å) hydrogen bond (56, 57). It is also hydrogen bonded to one of 
the coordinating waters of M2. The variant structure (61) (Table 9) contains M2 in the 
open MolA, but not in MolB. 
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Figure 3.4. In the Y93F variant the closing of a cryptic hydrophobic pocket (blue surface) 
present in the open MolA (blue) prevents M2 binding to the closed conformation of MolB (red). 
Wild type is shown in grey. 
In MolA the hydrophobic sidechain of F93 turns out of the active site into a 
pocket enlarged by a small movement of residues Y89 and F189. The phenyl side 
chain also replaces a water molecule buried in the pocket. M2 and the water 
molecules coordinating it are present. In MolB, on the other hand, the F93 side chain 
is positioned as in wild type, but M2 is absent even though all the coordinating 
carboxylates are present.  
 This variant illustrates particularly well the difference in flexibility between the 
open and closed conformations. In the open conformation the phenyl side chain that 
is electrostatically incompatible with the hydrophilic environment of the active site 
has room to turn away to a hydrophobic pocket opened by main chain motions. 
When the substrate binds and the conformation closes, this is no longer possible. 
The F93 side chain is forced to the active site, but cannot form a hydrogen bond with 
the M2 coordinating water, so the binding site for M2 is lost. This is reflected in the 
catalytic efficiency, kcat/Km, which is only 3 % of the wild type (167) (Table 10). Even 
though the open conformation appears catalytically competent and so the variant 
should have catalytic constants similar to the wild type, the effects of this mutation 
only become apparent after substrate binding. 
3.1.4.3 D115E 
D115 coordinates M1, the tightest binding metal ion, and is involved in the 
open-closed conformational transition. Increasing the length of the side chain should 
then destroy the delicately ordered active site, but the structure (61) of the variant 
differs surprisingly little from the wild type (Table 12, Table 13). Both monomers 
contain the full complement of metals and phosphates in the active site (Figure 3.5). 
In the open MolA, E115 still coordinates M1 and in addition forms a hydrogen bond 
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to a water molecule that coordinates M4. This is probably the reason why both 
metals and phosphates are present in this variant even in the open conformation. 
Consistent with this the Km of the variant is actually lower than wild type. Because Km 
is a function of kcat, a lowering of Km could also be due to a faster kcat. The change 
reflects a genuine increase in substrate (and product) binding affinity, because kcat is 
an order of magnitude slower (Table 10) than wild type.  
 
Figure 3.5. The active site of the D115E contains the full complement of metals and 
phosphates not only in the closed MolB (red), but also in the open MolA (blue). Both resemble 
closely the high-resolution product complex (grey, PDB-ID 1E9G(56)). 
In the closed conformation, the full complement of metals and phosphates is 
also present, with E115 now directly coordinating M4. The reason that the enzyme 
can adapt to the change in the carboxylate position easily compared to D120 (see 
below) is that even though M1 is the tighter binding metal (Table 11), the M1-binding 
loop is the ʻmoving partʼ in the open-closed transition and can move out of the way of 
the longer Glu side chain. 
3.1.4.4 D117E 
D117 is one of the most interesting residues in Y-PPase (section 1.2.1) 
because it forms a low barrier hydrogen bond to the nucleophilic oxygen ONu (56). 
The effect of this mutation on the catalytic constants is also only apparent after 
substrate binding. While the Km is slightly lower than wild type, kcat is significantly 
lowered, indicating that the chemical step is hindered (Table 10). 
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Figure 3.6. In the open MolA (blue) of the D117E variant, E117 turns away from the active site 
and forms an ion pair with K61 similarly to wild type (grey). In the closed MolB (red) E117 is 
trapped in the nucleophile site between M1 and M2, trapping the electrophilic phosphate P2 
with it. 
 The reason for this is clear from the structure (61); in the open MolA the 
longer side chain of E117 is turned away from the active site and forms an ion pair 
with K61. In the closed MolB, on the other hand, a carboxylate oxygen replaces ONu 
between M1 and M2. This configuration is obviously catalytically unproductive. In 
addition, P2 is found in the absence of P1, and M4 in the absence of M3. This 
indicates that the measured binding affinities (167) correspond to different ions 
(Table 11). It also clearly illustrates that M4 binds with P2 like M3 with P1. When the 
charged carboxylate group acts as a mimic of the hydroxide ion between M1 and 
M2, it brings the two metal ions closer together, which presumably increases the 
affinity to P2. 
3.1.4.5 D120E/N 
D120 is the residue that coordinates both M1 and M2, so mutations of this 
residue decrease the metal affinities from micromolar to millimolar (Table 11). 
Consequently the activity of the enzyme is destroyed; both variants have less than 
0.1% of the wild type activity (Table 10). In terms of the structure (61) these 
mutations disturb the active site architecture more seriously than any of the others. 
The binding of M2 is abolished in both cases, which by itself is enough to inactivate 
the enzyme. For D120N it is easy to understand that the amide group can only 
coordinate one metal ion. It is actually surprising that even M1 is conserved, as the 
carbonyl group of asparagine is a poor ligand for Mg2+. The reason why the enzyme 
cannot adapt to the D120E mutation is not as clear. Presumably main chain motions 
cannot compensate for the longer side chain as with D115E (3.1.4.3) and the active 
site becomes so seriously distorted (Table 12, Table 13) that these variant structures 
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cannot really be described in terms of the open and closed conformations (see also 
section 3.1.2). M2 is absent from both of the variant structures while M1 is bound to 
both, but its position does not correspond to either the open or closed conformation 
(Figure 3.7).  
 
Figure 3.7. The active sites of D120E (red), D120N (yellow), wild type MolA (white) and MolB 
(grey) superposed. W2 is the second water molecule beside the nucleophile bridging M1 and 
M2. 
Instead it is in the same position as a water molecule in the wild type 
structure, meaning that the nucleophile is not only insufficiently activated due to the 
lack of the second metal ion, but also mispositioned. Even though the M1 site has 
higher metal affinity than the M2 site, it is better able to compensate distortions 
because the main chain of D115 is next to a flexible loop. The site M2, on the other 
hand, is formed by residues with less conformational freedom. 
3.1.4.6 D152E 
D152, along with D115 and D120, coordinates M1 in the wild type but the 
D152E mutation is the only one to destroy the M1 site. It also causes more 
significant distortions of the main chain conformation than the other mutations; this is 
due to its position at the end of a mobile loop. This motion does, however, affect the 
rest of the structure unlike the motion of D115 (section 3.1.4.3), so the main chain 
conformation cannot be classified as either open or closed (section 3.1.2, Table 12, 
Table 13), and unlike the other mutants the two molecules have similar active site 
conformations. This shows the importance of M1 in ordering the active site. Even 
though M2 is present and the nucleophile can be identified due to its hydrogen 
bonding to D117, the enzyme is not appreciably active; kcat/Km is only 0.01% of wild 
type (Table 10). An interesting finding outside the active site was a phosphate ion 
trapped in a putative exit channel in MolA (discussed in more detail in section 4.1.5). 
This is presumably because the active site is distorted to the point that it can no 
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longer bind phosphate, and so the next highest affinity site in the exit pathway is 
occupied. 
 
Figure 3.8. The active site of MolB of the D152E variant (red) superposed on the wild type 
MolB (grey). 
In MolB an alternate conformation of the N116 main chain carboxylate forms a 
hydrogen bond to W100. A similar phenomenon is observed in the high resolution 
product complex structure (56). Even though the D152E variant represents an off-
pathway structure, it samples conformations that are also thermodynamically 
accessible to the wild type enzyme. 
3.2 CAGED PPI 
The preparation of the hydrazone II is rather standard chemistry, as well 
as its oxidation to the diazoethane III. The alkylation step is a two-phase reaction 
and proper stirring seems to be essential. The pH also plays a role in selectivity; i.e. 
higher pH favors overalkylation. Overalkylation may be avoided by using sufficiently 
low pH and excess of the nucleophile. 
The synthetic methodology presented by Walker et. al. (86) was fairly 
well suited for my purpose and allowed a rather straightforward synthesis of caged 
pyrophosphate. The characterisation of the product was harder, but the mass 
spectra along with the 31P decoupling of the 1H NMR conclusively demonstrated that 
the product is indeed the desired one. 
The photolytic process is fairly fast. The rate constant at pH 7.1 was 
~500 s-1, and decreasing the pH by one unit appeared to increase the rate 
approximately ten-fold. This is consistent with the 350 nm band being associated 
with the aci-nitro intermediate, the decay rate of which is expected to be first order 
with respect to [H+] because the reaction involves a protonation. 
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Figure 3.9. Photolysis scheme 
At higher pHs the kinetic measurements were of quite satisfactory 
quality, but at pH 7.1 the luminescence from the cuvette began to significantly 
interfere with the measurement. Table 14 shows the fitted first order rate constants 
for different conditions. The fact that the rate constants seem to show a 
concentration dependence suggests that the first-order approximation is in fact not 
valid. This is reasonable, since the proton concentration is actually much lower than 
that of caged PPi. For a photolysis reaction in a crystal, the situation might be quite 
different. However, these measurements do give order-of-magnitude information 
about the photolysis rate and suggest that the reaction would indeed be sufficiently 
rapid for triggering purposes. 
Table 14. Kinetic parameters from a non-linear (exponential) fit. 
pH [caged PPi] (mM) k (s-1) R2 of fit 
9.1 2.0 17.9 ± 0.5 0.99 
8.0 2.0 132 ± 1.9 0.98 
7.1 2.0 599 ± 30 0.80 
9.1 1.0 15.9 ± 0.4 0.96 
8.0 1.0 116± 2.0 0.98 
7.1 1.0 496 ± 35 0.69 
9.1 0.5 13.0 ± 2.3 0.79 
8.0 0.5 144 ± 7 0.83 
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The next test for the suitability of ʻ cagedʼ pyrophosphate for time-resolved 
crystallography is that it actually binds to PPase and acts as an inhibitor. 
Unfortunately it is clear from Table 15 that this is not the case. The compound is 
actually hydrolysed by both Y-PPase and Tm-PPase. Even though PPases are quite 
selective for pyrophosphate (17), they do hydrolyse other phosphoanhydrides. These 
results would suggest that the nitrophenylethyl group does not change the properties 
of the attached pyrophosphate moiety sufficiently to prevent hydrolysis; the bridging 
atom must be changed. This, on the other hand, would be difficult to achieve in such 
a way that the compound could still bind to the active site – and Family I PPases are 
known to slowly hydrolyse inhibitors with N bridging atom substitutions such as 
imidodiphosphate. 
Table 15. Measured reaction rates with pyrophosphate and ʻcagedʼ pyrophosphate as 
substrates of Y-PPase and Tm-PPase. 
Sample Volume (µl) Activity (µmol/min) Specific activity (µmol/min/mg) 
Y-PPase, 1µM caged-PPi 5 2.26 90.34 
Y-PPase, 1µM Mg2PPi 5 4.49 179.62 
Y-PPase, 10µM caged-PPi 5 8.58 343.03 
Y-PPase, 10µM Mg2PPi 5 8.35 333.99 
Y-PPase, 10µM Mg2PPi 10 7.12 284.71 
no enzyme, 1µM caged-PPi 0 0  
Tm-PPase, 1µM caged-PPi 10 0.46 0.025 
Tm-PPase, 1µM Mg2PPi 10 1.03 0.055 
Tm-PPase, 10µM caged-PPi 10 2.14 0.114 
Tm-PPase, 10µM Mg2PPi 10 2.53 0.134 
3.3 TRIMETAL SITE AND HYDROXIDE NUCLEOPHILE IN B. SUBTILIS PPASE 
The structures of wild type BsPPase and its H98Q variant (75) are very similar; 
they contain two molecules in the asymmetric unit, both in the closed conformation. 
This is hardly surprising, as the substrate analogue brings the two domains together 
(Figure 1.14). The N-terminal domain is very similar to other known BsPPase 
structures (Cα r.m.s.d. 0.15 – 0.39 Å), as is the structure of the active site with small 
but significant exceptions. 
Equilibrium dialysis experiments indicate (77) that besides one tightly binding 
metal ion, family II PPases bind two others with significantly lower affinity even in the 
absence of substrate or product. The previous structures of Family II PPases have 
contained a maximum of three metal ions (72-74), but one of them (M3) has no 
protein ligands, which makes it an unlikely candidate as the third metal observed in 
the equilibrium dialysis. Also the identity of the metal ions has not been 
unambiguously verified. Manganese is thought to be the natural activator (77), but 
only one of the sites needs to be occupied by Mn2+ or another transition metal ion 
capable of assuming both five and six-coordinated, octahedral geometries. I 
observed a fourth metal ion (M4) in the new structures. It is coordinated by two 
aspartates, D13 and D147, a phosphate oxygen, two water molecules and the 
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fluoride/hydroxide ion (75). The height of the electron density peak in the 2Fo-Fc 
map, octahedral coordination and the lack of a peak in the anomalous difference 
Fourier map (see below) identify it as Mg2+. 
Based on the X-ray fluorescence scans (see 2.3.2) iron (presumably Fe3+) and 
manganese (Mn2+) were present in the crystals. In the anomalous difference Fourier 
map from data collected at the Fe absorption edge both Fe and Mn have a 
significant anomalous scattering contribution, because the Fe edge is at higher 
energy. At the Mn edge the anomalous peaks are due to Mn only, so the relative 
occupancies of the metals can be estimated by comparing the heights of the peaks 
at the two wavelengths (Table 6). The comparison of peak heights revealed that the 
higher affinity M2 site is occupied 66 % with Fe3+ and 33 % with Mn2+. The lower 
affinity M1 site is occupied 85 % Fe3+ and 15 % Mn2+. This suggests that the 
transition metals bind essentially irreversibly to these sites, whereas the M3 and M4 
sites exchange rapidly to Mg2+, which was present at 5 mM concentration (75). 
A combination of different types of inhibition – PNP that mimics the substrate 
and fluoride that replaces the nucleophile – was needed to inhibit Bs-PPase 
sufficiently for crystallographic structure determination. Fluoride, which is an efficient 
inhibitor of Family I PPases, does not bind as effectively to Family II PPases, 
because fluoride is a very hard nucleophile and binds less effectively to the softer 
metal ion electrophile Mn2+ in the Family II active site. It is also possible that since 
Family II PPases are intrinsically more active, a more effective inhibitor is needed to 
prevent the reaction. 
 
Figure 3.10. The trimetal site of Bs-PPase with PNP viewed A) perpendicular to the trimetal 
plane B) from the side. 
The fluoride ion is bound between three metal ions, M1, M2 and M4 in the center 
of an equilateral triangle (Figure 3.10). The metal ions in turn are each coordinated 
by one of the oxygens of the electrophilic phosphate, and each pair of metals is 
bridged by an aspartate (D13, D75 and D149), forming a highly symmetrical 
arrangement that orients the nucleophile for in-line attack. Fluoride is isoelectronic 
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with hydroxide, so the binding of fluoride to the nucleophile site strongly suggests 
that the real nucleophile is a hydroxide. Further evidence was provided by the H98Q 
variant crystallised in the absence of fluoride, where the nucleophile site was 
identical (75). Also the fact that the nucleophile coordinates three metal ions 
suggests that it has to have three lone pairs, which excludes water. 
A further way to inactivate the enzyme was the H98Q mutation. While H9 and 
H97 coordinate the metal cofactors, H98 is actually positioned close to the bridging 
oxygen and so may act as a general acid. The glutamine side chain in the variant 
can donate a hydrogen bond to the bridging atom with amide nitrogen. The amide 
group, however, is far less acidic, so it cannot act as a general acid catalyst.  
In the wild type structure PNP replaces PPi in the active site. PNP is protonated 
at the bridging atom (Figure 2.2), which means that it can only donate a hydrogen 
bond, not accept one like PPi. Therefore H98 is very likely to be deprotonated in the 
substrate complex. In the fluoride-inhibited BsPPase PNP was partly hydrolysed, so 
the PNP was modelled at 85 % occupancy and a sulphate ion was modelled at the 
P2 site with 15 % occupancy. In MolA the PNP was also distorted from ideal 
geometry. The P-N-P angle was 143º compared to 134º in the H98Q variant 
structure. In addition the P-N bonds are no longer equal in length (1.68 Å) as in the 
variant. The N-P1 bond elongates to 1.83 Å and the N-P2 bond shortens to 1.47 Å 
(75). 
3.4 NEUTRON DIFFRACTION OF YEAST PPASE 
Neutron data collection on the LADI diffractometer and its successor LADI-III at 
the ILL has mostly been performed at ambient temperature. Even though a setup 
based on a liquid helium displex cryostat exists, it is far from straightforward to use. I 
tried many times to collect neutron data of perdeuterated Y-PPase crystals at a 
cryogenic temperature, but no diffraction was observed even for crystals of 
reasonable size (~0.5 mm3). Whether this was due to insufficient diffracting volume 
or damage to the crystal in the cooling is hard to determine, as the mounting system 
is specific for LADI-III and the crystal cannot be recovered for X-ray data collection. 
Cryo-temperature data collection was therefore abandoned. Data collection at 
278 K was attempted previously with a device that blows cold air around the 
capillary-mounted crystal (F. Dauvergne, unpublished). This had not been successful 
because a temperature gradient of > 5 K forms between the crystal and the drop of 
mother liquor that keeps the crystal humid. Since the vapour pressure of MPD is still 
significant at this temperature, the MPD equilibrates through the vapour phase. This 
leads to the accumulation of MPD on the crystal, which destroys the crystalline 
order. In previous tests the crystal had diffracted for 24 h, but then became white and 
stopped diffracting (M. Spano, personal communication). This temperature gradient 
is difficult to avoid because the airflow, once released from the tubing, becomes 
turbulent and fails to maintain a precise temperature along the capillary. To counter 
this effect an aluminium tube was installed around the crystal itself (Figure 3.11).  
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Figure 3.11 A) A schematic drawing of the crystal cooling device B) A crystal being aligned; 
the second part of the aluminium tubing is not yet in place. 
With this setup the temperature gradient in the ~5 cm distance of capillary that 
contains the crystal and the two drops of mother liquor was measured by a 
thermocouple to be less than 0.5 K. Aluminium was chosen as the material because 
it is almost transparent to neutrons, and therefore does not contribute significantly to 
the background. The disadvantage is that the centering of crystal on the rotation axis 
requires that the crystal can be observed by a microscope, which is obviously not 
possible through the aluminium. To circumvent this problem a detachable aluminium 
tube was added with a magnetic ring to hold it in place (Figure 3.11A). The tube 
covering the crystal is inserted after the crystal has been centered on the φ-axis. This 
system was tested for two weeks and the temperature stayed at 278 K without 
condensation in the capillary. 
A crystal of perdeuterated Y-PPase was grown as described above (section 
2.4.2) and reached a volume of 0.7 mm3. It was mounted in a capillary in the cold 
room (278 K) and taken to the LADI-III instrument in a box of ice. The crystals had 
suffered a serious thermal shock due to an air conditioning failure, raising the 
temperature to at least 287 K, which is enough to damage the crystals (see section 
2.4.2). Even though the damage (Figure 3.12) was clear, the optical quality of the 
crystals showed some recovery after several days. Unfortunately the crystalline 
order was irreversibly damaged, as evidenced by the X-ray diffraction pattern of a 
smaller crystal that no longer showed any visible signs of damage. 
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Figure 3.12 The crystal of perdeuterated Y-PPase a) before and b) after the thermal shock.  
Despite this, the crystal diffracted neutrons to ~2.7 Å resolution, though the spots 
were split and elongated (Figure 3.13). Seven images at 12 h exposure were 
collected with a 7º step angle. Unfortunately the diffraction was anisotropic so a full 
data set could not be collected, but the diffraction at the best orientation remained 
unchanged after one week, proving the new cooling device to be a significant 
improvement. The data were eventually processed to 3 Å resolution (Table 16). This 
experiment also established that the background from the aluminium tube did not 
affect data quality. 
Table 16. Neutron data processing statistics for the damaged crystal 
 47.4-3.0 Å 47.3-9.5 Å 3.16-3.0 Å 
Rsyma 0.167 0.113 0.189 
I/σ 4.1 4.1 3.6 
Completeness (%) 45.6 47.6 32.5 
Multiplicity 1.5 1.4 1.3 
aRsym = Σhkl|I(hkl) - <I(hkl)>|/ΣhklI(hkl) where <I(hkl)> is the mean of the symmetry equivalent reflections 
of I(hkl) 
 
Figure 3.13. The low-resolution region of a neutron Laue diffraction pattern of a damaged 
crystal of perdeuterated Y-PPase recorded at LADI-III (12h exposure).  
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Later a new crystal of approximately the same volume was grown and mounted in a 
similar manner. This crystal showed spots to ~2.5 Å resolution (Figure 3.14). The 
crystal continued diffracting and 17 images of 18-24 h exposures were collected with 
a 7º step angle. I could process the data to 2.8 Å resolution (Table 17). 
 
Figure 3.14. The central region of a neutron Laue diffraction pattern of perdeuterated Y-PPase 
recorded at LADI-III (24h  exposure). 
Table 17. Neutron data processing statistics for the undamaged crystal. 
  52.6-2.8 Å 52.6-8.9 Å 2.95-2.8 Å 
Rsyma 0.156 0.106 0.169 
I/σ 5.9 6.1 4.5 
Completeness (%) 61.0 79.0 41.5 
Multiplicity 2.4 2.2 1.6 
aRsym = Σhkl|I(hkl) - <I(hkl)>|/ΣhklI(hkl) where <I(hkl)> is the mean of the symmetry equivalent reflections 
of I(hkl) 
When the data from the two crystals are merged together in Scala (170), the 
statistics (Table 18) are comparable to other neutron Laue data sets (115, 186). The 
analysis of these data is in progress 
Table 18. Neutron data statistics after merging the data from the two crystals. 
 52.6-2.8 Å 52.6-8.9 Å 2.95-2.8 Å 
Rsyma 0.213 0.146 0.197 
I/σ 4.5 5.6 2.8 
Completeness (%) 70.4 85.1 41.5 
Multiplicity 2.7 2.7 1.7 
aRsym = Σhkl|I(hkl) - <I(hkl)>|/ΣhklI(hkl) where <I(hkl)> is the mean of the symmetry equivalent reflections 
of I(hkl). 
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4. DISCUSSION 
4.1 MECHANISM OF FAMILY I PPASES 
The catalytic power of Family I PPases cannot be attributed to any one residue; 
even small, charge-conserving changes in the active site (section 3.1.4) are enough 
to prevent efficient catalysis. The importance of the metal cofactors is indisputable, 
but is not limited to just one function. Essentially all the possible modes of catalysis 
described in section 1.1.4 are present in Family I PPases. 
A major factor in any enzymatic reaction is preorganisation (22); bringing the 
substrates together in a productive orientation is in itself catalytic and the accurate 
positioning of the substrate is an essential prerequisite for other means of catalysis. 
To bind and orient negatively charged phosphate groups the active site needs to be 
positively charged. The active sites of family I PPases contain relatively few lysines 
or arginines (and usually no histidines); instead the active site is packed with 
aspartates that in turn bind positively charged Mg2+-ions. Why does the enzyme 
make use of metals instead of basic side chains?  
One reason may be that phosphate esters and particularly anhydrides, due to 
their high charge density, rarely exist in cytosolic solution without associated metal 
ions; therefore the true substrate is a PPi-Mg2+-complex. The coordination bond 
between the metal ion and a phosphate oxygen is essentially a covalent bond and is 
more effective in transferring charge than a hydrogen bond to an amine (lysine) or 
guanidino (arginine) group. The covalent character also means that the coordination 
bonds are much more direction sensitive than hydrogen bonds, not to mention 
simple charge-charge electrostatic interactions (salt bridges) and thus allow more 
precision in positioning the substrate. This probably also contributes to the specificity 
of the enzyme. It is remarkable how the specificity changes with the metal cofactor 
(187); in the presence of Mn2+ the selectivity for pyrophosphate vs. other 
phosphoanhydrides such as ATP is much less marked than with Mg2+, even though 
the geometry is very similar. The electronic properties, namely the presence of 
available d-orbitals in Mn2+, provides more flexibility in the coordination geometry. 
There must also be other factors in the electronic structure of the active site that 
make it specific for phosphate moieties, since geometrical analogues of phosphate 
esters, such as vanadates, bind poorly to PPases. 
4.1.1 Nucleophile generation 
The key way in which PPases facilitate pyrophosphate hydrolysis is by 
activating the nucleophile. It is fairly clearly established that the nucleophilic species 
is an hydroxide ion. Firstly the isoelectronic fluoride ion can be trapped in the 
nucleophile position (56). Secondly the environment excludes a water molecule; two 
electron pairs are taken up by the coordination bonds to M1-2 and the only other 
plausible hydrogen bond the nucleophile can make is to D117 (56). The distance 
between the nucleophile and the electrophilic phosphorous atom is 2.9 Å in both the 
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substrate (1E6A) and product (1E9G, 2IK2) structures, but a hydrogen bond 
between a water and a phosphorous is very unlikely. As the distance between D117 
and the nucleophile is unusually short (2.3 Å) in the immediate product complex 
(alternative conformation B in 1E9G) where the nucleophile has become a 
phosphate oxygen, it has been postulated that a low barrier hydrogen bond is 
involved (56). The role of a low barrier hydrogen bond would be to further 
deprotonate the hydroxide ion, increasing its nucleophilicity. However, even though 
the structure of the product complex was solved at atomic resolution (1.15 Å) (56) so 
the expected coordinate error is low, the active site has two alternate conformations. 
The alternate conformations significantly increase the uncertainty of the coordinates, 
so the short distance may also be a refinement artefact. Interestingly, the alternate 
conformation also involves the main chain of D117 and the neighbouring N116, 
where Oδ1 moves 0.9 Å to form a hydrogen bond to the indole Nε1 of W100. 
Mutation of W100 also affects the catalysis (Rantanen, M. unpublished). It is also 
possible that this movement is related to the removal of a proton from the immediate 
product complex (see below).  
Regardless of whether the hydrogen bond is unusual or not, D117 does orient 
the nucleophileʼs lone pair for attack; in the substrate complex (1E6A) the angle 
between the electrophilic phosphorous, the F- and D117 Oδ1 is 104° (Figure 4.1). For 
an OH- this would be very close to the optimal angle between the hydrogen and the 
lone pair. 
 
Figure 4.1. D117 orients the lone pair of the nucleophile for attack. The 104°  angle between 
D117 Oδ1, the fluoride ion 
 PPases have to function at the cytosolic pH of ~7, where a hydroxide ion is a 
very rare species. So how does the enzyme generate the hydroxide in the first 
place? Here there is an interesting difference between prokaryotic (E-PPase) and 
eukaryotic (Y-PPase) enzymes. In Y-PPase the substrate binds to the open 
conformation of the enzyme where two water molecules bridge M1 and M2. The 
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substrate binding triggers the closure of the active site in which the loop binding M1 
moves ~1 Å. This small motion of the main chain is sufficient to push away the 
second water molecule with the proton between the two. This proton has an 
accessible path to the bulk solvent (discussed in section 4.4). 
 E-PPase and other prokaryotic, hexameric PPases (such as Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis (188), Helicobacter pylori (189) PPases) apparently lack the 
conformational change described above; all the structures contain only one water 
(hydroxide) between M1 and M2 and the fluoride inhibition is rapid and reversible 
unlike Y-PPase (67) (section 1.2.1). This conformational change allows Y-PPase to 
activate the nucleophile more effectively than E-PPase, and also explains why the 
pH optimum of Y-PPase is lower. 
A recent computational study on E-PPase catalysis (190) supports the role of 
the metal ions in orienting the substrate and stabilising a trigonal bipyramidal 
transition state. The orienting effect of D67 (D117 in Y-PPase) was also clear, but a 
deprotonated model led to an irreversible reaction, contrary to experimental 
evidence. Yang et al. (190) therefore proposed a model in which D67 was 
protonated and accepts a hydrogen bond from the nucleophilic hydroxide. This does 
not seem reasonable: the protonation state of the pyrophosphate/phosphate, 
discussed below (section 4.4) is likely to affect the relative energies strongly. 
4.1.2 Electrophilic assistance 
Electrophilic assistance for PPi hydrolysis comes in three different varieties: 
general acid catalysis, leaving group activation and compensation of charge on the 
peripheral oxygens. All three are to some extent present in Family I PPases. As 
mentioned in section 1.2.1, the pH dependence of the reaction rate in Family I 
PPases revealed a group of pKa 7.5: a general acid. Such a general acid catalyst 
could at least partly protonate the bridging oxygen of pyrophosphate. However, its 
identity is not evident from the structure. In the Y-PPase substrate complex structure 
(1E6A (56)) there are no enzyme side chains within hydrogen bonding distance of 
the bridging oxygen. There are, however, two water molecules; one is bound 
between M4 and K56 and the other one between Y89 and Y93 (Figure 4.2). Both 
water molecules are activated for proton donation, but since the protonation states 
are unknown, it is difficult to establish whether one or the other or both act as the 
general acid. In the E-PPase substrate complex structure (PDB-ID 2AU6 (191)), K29 
(analogous to K56 in Y-PPase) hydrogen bonds directly to the bridging oxygen. The 
other water molecule is still present between Y51 and Y55 equivalent to Y89 and 
Y93.  
The positively charged residues R78 and K193 around the leaving group 
phosphate P1 contribute to the leaving group activation. Interestingly, in the 
ʻnucleophile endʼ of the active site lysines or arginines are absent, even though the 
negative charge in the transition state should be concentrated on the peripheral 
oxygens of the electrophilic phosphate (P2). 
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Figure 4.2. The two putative general acid waters. 
This is related to the discussion above concerning the role of metal ions; complexed 
metal ions bind the phosphate oxygens efficiently but do not compensate for the 
electrostatic effect of the positive charges surrounding P1. 
  The third type of electrophilic catalysis as defined in section 1.1.4, charge 
compensation of the peripheral oxygens on the electrophilic phosphate moiety, is 
also present in Family I PPases, although not as marked as in Family II. In the 
substrate complex (1E6A (56)), all of the non-bridging oxygens of the electrophilic 
phosphate coordinate a metal ion. The amine group of K56 is also close, 3.2 Å from 
the nearest oxygen and 3.5 Å from the phosphorous, but it is one of the most flexible 
residues, so it may well have other roles. The electron withdrawing effect of the 
coordination bonds is not as efficient as that of hydrogen bonds, so charge 
compensation does not seem to be a major factor in catalysis. All in all electrophilic 
catalysis appears less important than nucleophile activation, a notion that gives hints 
about the nature of the transition state. 
4.1.3 Transition state 
Family I PPases have generally been considered to act through an 
associative transition state (57, 75). The features discussed above do not as such 
distinguish between an associative and dissociative transition state, but they do give 
hints. For example strong activation of the nucleophile is more typical for associative 
mechanims, because in a truly dissociative mechanism even a weak nucleophile 
such as water is sufficient to attack the metaphosphate ion. The activation of the 
nucleophile is more necessary when nucleophilic attack is the initiating event in the 
chemical step. 
The net charge of the transition state and the distribution of that charge are 
crucial for understanding the mechanism. Unfortunately the charge is tied to the 
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protonation state, which is not even known for substrate or product. The pH optimum 
of the enzyme is ~7 (48), but the crystal structures are at a lower pH. It is however 
likely that the incoming pyrophosphate is highly charged in any case, even if the 
charge is somewhat compensated by the accompanying metal ions. The neutron 
structure should shed more light on these questions. 
4.1.4 Conformational flexibility 
As discussed in section 1.1.4, a number of conformational states are 
thermodynamically accessible to enzymes and changes in their relative energies can 
affect catalysis profoundly. The Y-PPase variant structures presented here (3.1.4) 
neatly illustrate this principle. The change between the open and closed 
conformation has been previously observed as a function of substrate/product 
presence: the open conformation in the absence of phosphates and the closed in 
their presence. In the P21 crystal form reported here (Table 9), the crystal contacts 
force one molecule into the closed conformation but the other one lacks such 
constraints. This demonstrates that both conformations are accessible even in the 
absence of substrate binding; probably they are in rapid equilibrium in solution. 
Nucleophile activation appears to be a very important catalytic strategy of Y-PPase, 
and it seems that the generation of the hydroxide nucleophile is driven by this 
conformational change (61). This feature is, however, absent in E-PPase, which also 
lacks the mobile loop that in Y-PPase becomes ordered in the closed conformation 
(61). E-PPase is thus always in the closed conformation, and the lack of nucleophile 
activation may explain the higher pH optimum (~8) of E-PPase (48). 
4.1.5 Product release 
The active site of Family I PPases is adapted to bind phosphate functionalities, be it 
pyrophosphate or phosphate, fairly tightly. Ideally an enzyme should bind substrate 
tighter than product, and transition state tightest of all, but significant differences in 
the binding energy are difficult to achieve if the substrate or product are chemically 
similar (see section 4.2 for another example). The electrostatic repulsion between 
the two charged phosphates pushes one product phosphate away rather easily. It is 
remarkable that this happens to be the electrophilic phosphate P2, which is more 
buried than P1 and is surrounded by metal ions rather than positively charged side 
chains. In the presence of a softer metal ion such as Mn2+ that binds more tightly to 
the phosphate oxygens the order of product release is reversed, because P2 has 
many more bonds to metals than P1.  
The P1 site, however, is much better adapted to expel a single bound 
phosphate ion. The positively charged side chains that bind the phosphate are quite 
flexible, and it appears that they undergo correlated motions to ʻthr owʼ the P1 
phosphate out of the active site (61). This ʻ wavingʼ motion is evident from a 
superposition of the open and closed structures. In the D152E variant a phosphate 
ion is even observed in this exit channel (Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3 A) The superposition of the high resolution product complex (56) (grey, 
phosphorous lime) and MolB of the D152E variant (61) (green, phosphorous orange) shows 
how the waving motion of lysines expels the P1 phosphate. B) A representation of the surface 
charge of a Y-PPase monomer showing the positively charged exit channel. 
One open question regarding product release is the protonation state of the product 
phosphates discussed in section 4.4. 
4.2 SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FAMILY I AND II PPASE 
MECHANISMS 
Despite the lack of similarity in either sequence or structure, the mechanisms of 
Family I and II pyrophosphatases were at first thought to be similar because of an 
activated water molecule between two metal ions. The metal activation of Family II 
PPases has since then turned out to be much more complex  (section 1.2.2), and the 
two domains of Family II PPases undergo large motions, making the catalytic cycle 
quite different from Family I PPases. 
Another significant difference is the pronounced role of general acid catalysis in 
Family II PPases. Whereas the identity of the general acid in Family I PPases 
remains unclear from the structural studies (see 4.1.2), in the family II active site a 
histidine hydrogen bonds to the bridging oxygen. Furthermore mutation of this 
histidine (H98 in BsPPase) to glutamine effectively inactivates the enzyme (75) 
Glutamine can form similar hydrogen bonds, but is a much weaker acid than 
protonated histidine, so it cannot act as a general acid. This confirms the importance 
of general acid catalysis; there are no similar mutations for Family I PPases. 
The more prominent role of general acid catalysis also suggests that the 
mechanism of Family II PPases may be more dissociative than in Family I. In a 
dissociative mechanism the electron pair of the O-P1 bond is first transferred to the 
bridging oxygen, concentrating the charge in the transition state there.  
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The activation of the nucleophile is also rather different, even though both are 
based on a hydroxide ion between divalent metal ions. While in Family I the 
nucleophile is oriented for an in-line attack by an aspartate (56, 61), in Family II it is 
positioned by three metal ions in a roughly equilateral triangle (75). Each of the metal 
ions is coordinated by a phosphate oxygen, thus positioning the substrate and the 
nucleophile in line. Compared to the position in the absence of substrate, the 
nucleophile is actually further back, which seems rather surprising at first. The most 
likely explanation is that the binding of substrate generates some conformational 
strain, ʻ cockingʼ the nucleophile for hydrolysis. The backward movement of the 
nucleophile upon substrate binding can also be interpreted as evidence for a more 
dissociative mechanism, because the nucleophile is so tightly bound by the three 
metal ions that it is actually less activated than in Family I. Therefore a more 
activated electrophile is needed. 
The more open and asymmetric conformation of the PNP molecule in the 
fluoride complex could also be due to partial dissociation of the P1-N bond, which 
would suggest that the leaving group is at least partly leaving before nucleophilic 
attack. 
The problem with this configuration is that the nucleophile is on the opposite 
side of the tri-metal plane from the electrophile and all three lone pairs of the 
hydroxide are involved in metal coordination. Nucleophilic attack thus requires a 
change in coordination at at least one of the metal ions. The most likely candidate for 
this is M2, which must be a transition metal cation able to adopt both five- and six-
coordinated states (74) (section 1.2.2). The conformational strain of the six-
coordinated state in M2 in the presence of substrate could help in the nucleophilic 
attack in addition to speeding product release. 
PPases must bind phosphate moieties relatively tightly, but ideally they should 
bind pyrophosphate – the substrate – tighter than phosphate – the product. The 
difference between them, however, is small enough to make this difficult for the 
enzyme. The solutions adopted by Family I and II PPases respectively are quite 
different. The electrostatic repulsion between the two product phosphates makes the 
expulsion of the first phosphate quite easy, but the second one binds more tightly. In 
both familes the electrophilic phosphate is the first to leave (46, 76).  
The Family I enzyme only has one domain, so the main chain motions are 
relatively small, but the movement of the positively charged side chains at the 
ʻleaving group endʼ of the active site sweeps the phosphate into a groove lined with 
positive charge. This groove probably provides multiple thermodynamically 
accessible binding sites for phosphate, facilitating its exit. 
In Family II PPases, on the other hand, electrostatic repulsion also propels the 
opening of the two domains (74), separating the phosphate binding sites. The 
individual phosphate binding affinities of each site would then be low enough that the 
phosphates can dissociate, even in the presence of Mn2+.  
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4.3 THE ROLE OF HYDROGEN BOND NETWORKS 
The traditional approach to understanding enzyme mechanism has been to 
identify the ʻcatalyticʼ  functionalities, whether amino acid residues or cofactors, and 
to dissect their influence by mutating each one in turn. As discussed in section 3.1.4, 
the effects of such mutations can be rather surprising and far-reaching. This points 
towards a more synergistic view of the catalytic power of enzymes; the active site is 
more than the sum of its parts. Hydrogen bonding networks are crucial not only in 
holding proteins together and positioning the substrate, but also in relaying and 
delocalising the charges that form during catalysis. The positions of water molecules 
are remarkably conserved in the different structures of Family I PPase, which is not 
very surprising as these waters are relatively well ordered. When mutations disturb 
these networks, they tend to rearrange in a way that provides hydrogen-bonding 
partners to all the polar residues (61). This is hardly surprising from a 
thermodynamic point of view, because even though the active site is not buried from 
the solvent, the solvent molecules are held tightly in place by the many charged 
groups. Therefore the mutation of an aspartate to glutamate, for example, cannot 
simply move the water molecule that is hydrogen-bonded to the carboxylate, but the 
whole network has to re-arrange. This means that the side chains, metal ions and 
water molecules crucial to the catalytic machinery have to move as well, seriously 
disrupting the function of the active site. 
Another important function of hydrogen-bond networks is the shuffling of 
protons. The catalytic mechanism involves changes of protonation states of the 
active site side chains and water molecules, as well as the substrate/product itself. 
Protons diffuse in bulk water by the Grotthus mechanism and move much faster than 
the water molecules themselves. This requires a chain or a network of hydrogen 
bonds. In the Y-PPase active site this is an issue in the nucleophile activation 
(section 4.1.1) since a water molecule becomes a hydroxide when an another water 
is expelled. The leaving water molecule that is coordinating M2 is connected to an 
extended network of ordered water molecules, which can quickly delocalise the 
charge of a proton. 
Identifying hydrogen bonds and hydrogen-bonding networks is usually relatively 
simple from an X-ray crystal structure – provided that the resolution is sufficient to 
define the side chains positions and ordered water molecules clearly (≤2.5 Å). 
Hydrogen bonds can be located by 2.5-3.2 Å distances between potential donor and 
acceptor atoms in suitable geometries. This, however, does not yet define whether a 
given atom is a hydrogen bond acceptor or donor. Some atoms, like amide 
nitrogens, can be confidently assigned to only act as donors while others, such as 
amide carbonyls, only act as acceptors. For most hydrogen bonds, however, it is not 
evident which atom is the donor and which the acceptor. In order to understand the 
role of the hydrogen bonding network, these proton positions would have to be 
known. 
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4.4 OPEN QUESTIONS – WHERE ARE THE PROTONS? 
Some of the protonation states of active site residues can of course be readily 
inferred, such as the aspartates that coordinate a metal ion and must therefore be 
deprotonated. The most interesting carboxylate, D117, which orients the nucleophile 
and possibly also deprotonates it (section 4.1.1), is also likely to be deprotonated at 
least in the closed conformation. If we accept that the nucleophile ONu is an 
hydroxide ion (section 4.1.1), its only hydrogen bonding partner is D117, which 
therefore has to act as an acceptor. The basic side chains of lysines and arginines in 
the active site, such as R78 and K193 are probably protonated, particularly because 
they form hydrogen bonds to the phosphate oxygens, where they act as donors. The 
exception is K56, which is also among the most mobile of the active site side chains 
based on the variant structures. It is hydrogen bonded to E58, which in turn 
coordinates M3, so E58 must therefore be deprotonated. Although deprotonated 
lysine has been observed in the neutron structure of xylose isomerase at pH 8 (159), 
this possibility seems unlikely in Y-PPase, as a protonated lysine could form an ion 
pair with E58. 
 The protonation state of the pyrophosphate/phosphates is an interesting 
question, since the dominant solution species is not the fully deprotonated P2O74- or 
PO43-. In the active site, however, there are no obvious oxygens that could be 
protonated based on their hydrogen bonding partners, if the above assumptions 
about lysine, arginine and metal-coordinating aspartate protonation are correct. In 
the substrate complex (1E6A) there are only two phosphate oxygens hydrogen 
bonded to tyrosines: Y93 and Y192. While tyrosine is unlikely to be deprotonated, 
the phenolic oxygen may act as a hydrogen bond acceptor if the phenolic proton 
forms a hydrogen bond to another partner. Both of these hydrogen bonds between 
tyrosine and phosphate are very short (2.5 Å), which indicates that the proton may 
be shared between the oxygens. What other acceptors could these two tyrosines 
then form hydrogen bonds with? Close to Y93 there are no reasonable candidates, 
the closest being the D120 carboxylate at a distance 3.2 Å. The geometry is not very 
favourable for a hydrogen bond either, because the phenolic oxygen is perpendicular 
to the carboxylate plane. Y192 on the other hand forms a hydrogen bond to a water 
molecule, which could act as an acceptor. If any of the oxygens of the leaving group 
phosphate are protonated, this oxygen is the most likely candidate.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
Pyrophosphatases are thoroughly studied enzymes, but our understanding of 
their mechanism remains incomplete – as indeed of any other enzyme. My work 
presented here has deepened that understanding by providing a unified view of the 
catalytic cycle of eukaryotic Family I PPases and their differences from the 
prokaryotic Family I PPases. Analysis of the effects of mutations has also revealed a 
number of aspects of the catalytic machinery. My work shows how important it is to 
solve the structures of the variant enzymes, as the changes caused by even 
conservative mutations turned out to be rather unexpected. 
The structure of B. subtilis PPase with the substrate analogue revealed a novel 
aspect of the mechanism of Family II PPases and has allowed a better comparison 
between the two families. A more detailed analysis of the metal content was 
instrumental in interpreting the structure. 
Time-resolved experiments are a logical next step in the investigation of enzyme 
mechanism. They require in practice a photolysable substrate precursor. I 
synthesised a candidate molecule and the photolysis kinetics were suitable, but 
unfortunately it was hydrolysed by both yeast and T. maritima PPases. 
The neutron diffraction of Y-PPase is a very challenging project that stretched 
the limits of the available instrumentation. Collecting a data set required extensive 
effort, and the methodological developments that arose from this project will certainly 
benefit the field of neutron protein crystallography in pursuing more and more difficult 
targets. 
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